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Abstract

This research project investigates the part distribution network of Damen Shipyards B.V.
(hereafter “Damen”) in Gorinchem in terms of costs and service performance. This research
answers the following questions: How should Damen design its distribution network for a
certain service region and how should the stock levels at the central warehouse and local
warehouses be controlled?

The part distribution network consists of different inventory stock points; some stock
points are the responsibility of Damen and some are of Damen’s customers. In this network
critical service parts are distributed to the customer warehouses and batches of production
parts are distributed to the production yards. The inventory control process of this com-
bined stock is analyzed and optimized based on the purchase cost, holding cost, backorder
cost, and the fill rate performance. This optimization reduces all relevant cost components
and significantly improves the service measure. Therefore, the optimized model parameters
should be implemented to improve the inventory control process.

The service part distribution of critical spare parts is investigated based on key variables
such as the replenishment times of different transportation modes and the waiting time
performance. We propose three types of distribution configurations that are tested in a case
study containing four different scenarios. For each scenario the optimal basestock levels
and corresponding costs are obtained based on a waiting time objective. Based on this case
study, we advise Damen to use the warehouse in Bangladesh as a distribution center. Usage
of this warehouse results in a cost decrease of 66.6% compared to the current distribution
network’s optimized situation for a waiting time objective of 5 days per year. Based on the
optimization, we find that even if Damen keeps operating the current distribution network,
a cost reduction of 41.7% can be achieved through optimization of the basestock levels at
the different warehouses.

For each different distribution network configuration, the performance is evaluated by
the use of a basestock optimization model provided by Van Houtum and Kranenburg
(2015). To be able to apply the different basestock optimization models, we have to satisfy
the constraint of having ample supply for critical parts at the central warehouse. To ensure
this availability, we propose to set rationing threshold levels, leading to a critical level per
critical spare part. Each model is adjusted according to the characteristics of Damen’s
supply chain. These adjustments are needed to take into account the process of custom
clearance and variable transportation costs.
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Executive Summary

This master’s thesis project is conducted at Damen Shipyards B.V. (hereafter “Damen”)
which is a leading shipbuilding company and part of the Damen Shipyards Group. The
research is proposed by the stock management department that controls the combined
inventory at the central warehouse. This combined inventory consists both of production
parts that are distributed to the production yards and of service parts that are used to
satisfy the customer demand for critical spare parts. Damen is currently not guaranteeing
a certain up-time on its ships, distributes the service parts to its customers with a profit
margin, and excludes transportation costs. Both Damen and the customers operating the
ships desire a change in the service offering.

Damen’s customers are operating expensive vessels that are used in their day-to-day
operations. During the exploitation phase of the ships, a failure of a critical service part
can cause expensive downtimes and a quick response is crucial to avoid huge loss of revenue.
The competition in the shipbuilding industry is fierce, and customers demand more and
more responsibility from the original equipment manufacturer (OEM) in the exploitation
phase of their ships. Damen wants to improve its service offering to satisfy this customer
demand and aims to take more responsibility in the total cost of ownership (TCO). As
described in Figure 1, Damen is currently (As Is, left side of the figure) responsible for
the parts stocked at the central warehouse, and service demand is only distributed to the
customer once a demand request arrives. Once Damen makes the transition to become a
service provider and starts working with service contracts on their ships (To Be, right side
of the figure), the distribution network will become crucial in terms of offering a certain
service level against minimal costs.

Figure 1: Proposed transition in service offering
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In addition, the combination of controlling both the critical service parts and the batch
demand of production parts results in a difficult inventory control situation at the cent-
ral warehouse in Gorinchem. Difficulties in the inventory control of combined stock are
caused by differences in demand types, replenishment urgencies, and service objectives.
The transitions in both the service offering and the inventory control processes mutually
intervene. This results in the following research question:

How can the spare part distribution network, taking into account import du-
ties, be extended to increase customer service and improve inventory control
of combined stock?

The supply chain of Damen is characterized by the complexity of the products, a high
reliance on suppliers, multiple customer order decoupling points, and concurrent engineer-
ing. More companies with significant capital goods are transitioning their service offerings
because of drivers such as customer dissatisfaction, profitability potential, and competit-
iveness in the market. To accomplish a satisfying service it is crucial to offer the design of
the distribution network. This research models the current distribution configuration and
optimizes it to acquire an appropriate benchmark situation. The current distribution con-
figuration is extended by increasing the utilization of the network, which leads to a better
and more cost efficient service offering. The following five sub-questions assist to model the
different distribution configurations and the inventory control process of combined stock:

1. What is the current performance of Damen’s inventory control model?
The inventory process of the combined stock is triggered by signals from the enterprise
resource planning (ERP) system. The control performance is obtained based on the simu-
lation of the inventory control process following the model parameters in the ERP system.
The most striking findings are the high backordering costs and the low fill rate (68.6%) in
the current situation. This performance is caused by the high variability of batch demand
that is distributed to the different production yards.

2. What requirements are important to manage spare parts at Damen Shipyards?
Damen has a wide product portfolio with many different ship types that are operational
over the entire world. To manage spare parts adequately, there is a need to gather inform-
ation per service region on the installed base of ships, the expected failure rates, possible
stocking locations, transportation times, and costs, harmonized system (HS) codes for cus-
tom clearance, and the part values. We gathered this information for a specific region and
a specific shiptype. The gathered information can be used as an example for the other
service regions.
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3. Which spare part distribution model found in literature can best be applied
or modified considering the requirements of the industry?
In the current distribution configuration, stock is stored at the central warehouse and at
the customer warehouse that is directly connected to the installed base of ships. In the
customer warehouse, initial provision (IP) packages are located. Damen advises the cus-
tomer to buy these packages along with the ship as they consist of the relevant parts for
unplanned maintenance. This situation denoted as the package approach can be modeled
by a single-location model that takes emergency shipments into account. We observed that
the current distribution configuration is underutilized. Therefore, we propose to extend
the network with distribution warehouses close to the customer warehouse. This would
reduce response time while keeping the pooling possibility of spare parts. These models
can be simulated by a multi-location system that can take lateral shipments into account.

4. What is the performance of the spare part distribution models given the
defined set of service requirements?
The different distribution configurations take into account holding cost, custom clearance
cost, lateral shipment cost, and emergency shipment cost. In total, four distribution scen-
arios were evaluated based on a set of aggregated mean waiting time objectives; the results
can be found in Figure 2. This figure also demonstrates the costs and performance of the
existing configuration denoted as the current performance. The first configuration is the
optimization of the current network which is denoted the package approach. The second
configuration is the opening of one main local warehouse either in Bangladesh or Vietnam.
The last configuration is opening both the warehouses in Bangladesh and Vietnam, de-
noted as two mains. We see in the figure that all optimized configurations reduce costs
between 41.7% and 45.2% compared to the current performance with the same waiting time
objective. For aggregated mean waiting time objectives that are ≥ 0.25 (dashed line), the
opening of the warehouse in Bangladesh significantly outperformed the other configura-
tions. Each configuration can be used to decide upon an acceptable service measure and
cost trade-off.

Figure 2: Simulations of the different distribution configurations
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5. How should the central warehouse control its inventory given the results
obtained in the spare part distribution network?
The network configuration and desired service measure are indicators of the fraction of
demand that needs to be emergency shipped from the central warehouse. Due to the crit-
icality of the spare parts, we propose to set a threshold inventory rationing policy to cope
with the uncertain demand of critical spare parts. Based on the implementation of critical-
ity levels this stock will always be available at the central warehouse. Assuming that these
criticality levels solve the emergency demand for critical spare parts completely, only the
uncertainty in batch demand of the production yards remains. To improve the remaining
inventory control situation, we optimize the control parameters, used a categorization, and
focused on the most important parts. This led to a huge reduction of the total backorder
and reorder costs without an increase of the total holding costs. We obtained these cost
savings by increasing the fill rate to a service objective of 96.4%, which was acceptable for
Damen.

During the research, we obtained several recommendations for Damen to improve their
part distribution network. Some of the recommendations can immediately be implemen-
ted, while others require further research:

1) Improve the inventory control of the combined stock at the central ware-
house
Damen controls a combination of parts at the central warehouse in Gorinchem; both ser-
vices and production parts are stocked as anonymous standard planned items (SPI) parts.
In terms of demand, this means that both single units as well as batch demands arise,
leading to a high demand variability. These parameters are currently set based on exper-
ience. However, we recommend to change the control parameters in accordance with the
optimization conducted in this research.

2) Implement service part distribution models and set rationing threshold levels
Damen is relatively inexperienced with non-commercial service offerings. In the current
situation, there is no pressing need to reduce the response time to the customer and take
operational costs into account. When Damen makes the transition to full service provision-
ing, it should implement the single and multi-location distribution models and use them
to determine base stock levels, stocking locations, and service level agreements with the
customer. Assuming ample supply at the central warehouse holds true, Damen should use
the rationing threshold levels that can be obtained.

3) Establish data consistency
Damen should improve the quality of data used. During the research, we found two quick
ways to improve the data quality in the system. First, the part catalog needs to be cleaned,
which means that unique parts should just have one part ID. Second, services should be
more consistent with documenting the demand fulfillment of critical service parts so that
this information can be used to determine the expected failure rates of parts.
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4) Data gathering
Both the inventory control process and the service part distribution process can be meas-
ured and improved if additional data is gathered. To improve the inventory control process,
information about parts that have additional set-up costs should be added to the ERP sys-
tem. Services should gather information per service region and use that information to
apply the distribution models. This information consists of the installed base of ships,
possible stocking locations, transportation times and costs, the expected failure rates of
the parts in the IP packages, HS codes for custom clearance, and the part values.

5) Research on the criticality of parts
This research assumed that when a failure occurs, the unplanned critical parts in the ser-
vice packages cause the same kind of downtime to a ship. However, the parts in the service
package most likely differ in terms of repair time and ease of procurement possibilities at
the local market. This results in having different criticality levels. For instance, an engine
problem might cause a longer downtime than the malfunction of a safety flood light of a
ship. Besides, the complexity of a product is an important factor for customers as simple
parts can also be procured in the local harbour. Damen should conduct further research
on the criticality of parts provided in the service packages so that this information can
be used to construct the IP packages and in the distribution configurations. Next to the
criticality of a spare part, also the distribution locations of suppliers can be useful. Some
part manufacturers deliver world-wide and therefore it might be wise to investigate the
possibility of suppliers delivering directly to a main or regular local warehouse.

6) Use of ADI\S&OP in the inventory control process.
The amount of research on the use of advanced demand information (ADI) is increasing,
and practical implementations are often integrated with the process of inventory control.
Damen is working on the implementation of ADI in the form of sales and operations plan-
ning (S&OP). Due to the long production process of ships, it should be possible to schedule
operations tightly to the production planning. For the inventory control process of com-
bined stock, this could mean that an effective S&OP could eliminate a proportion of the
batch demand’s variability.
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Introduction

The ship-building industry is an old, traditional, and knowledge-intensive industry. The
ships that Damen builds these days are complex products that can be referred to as capital
goods. The manufacturer of a capital good is denoted as the original equipment manu-
facturer (OEM). The industry in which OEMs operate is changing in terms of customer
demand. Moreover, customers want the OEM to take a more leading role in the exploita-
tion phase of the product. In this phase, capital goods are used in the primary processes
of the customer, and the failure of a capital good may cause downtime for these primary
processes. Downtime of capital goods can have a big impact in terms of lost revenues
and customer dissatisfaction (Arts and Kiesmüller (2013), Van Houtum and Kranenburg
(2015)). Therefore, the OEM uses system availability or service level agreements to se-
cure a more leading role in the total cost of ownership (TCO) of the capital good (Basten
& Van Houtum, 2014). Note that a good strategy in spare part allocation can reduce
both maintenance and downtime costs. Besides the costs, knowledge about spare part
demand can be used as feedback towards engineering, which could lead to the design of
more sustainable systems. According to Oliva and Kallenberg (2003), the trend defined
as servitization is gradually following the “product-service continuum,” resulting in the
transformation from being a product manufacturer to becoming a service provider.

This transformation is becoming more important for customers as complexity of products
increases. Damen is trying to satisfy customer demand in the total lifetime of their ships
by selling critical service packages to the customer. The performance of these packages
neither currently follows item or system availability agreements to measure the perform-
ance nor promises the customer a certain service level. The constraints with regard to
the availability of a capital good should always be formulated at the highest aggregation
level of a capital good. In terms of services, the ship-building industry is used to slightly
longer waiting times than the average capital goods market. Nevertheless, customer service
is of great importance in this industry due to the limited number of customers and high
competitiveness in the market.

A spare part distribution model uses as many possible pooling effects as possible to
meet clustered demand; this demand can be for critical spare parts, engineers, or tools.
The literature explains how these pooling effects lead to the decrease of the service costs
while maintaining or increasing the service level. To develop such a spare part network, all
relevant requirements must first be denoted. These networks often make the assumption
of ample spare part supply at the central warehouse. In terms of spare part management,
this is a fair assumption due to generally small demand for spare parts. However, in the
current situation, the headquarters of Damen Shipyards Gorinchem (DSGo) is controlling
combined stock. The aim of this research is to design a spare part distribution network with
fixed locations to improve the service offering to customers. The research will determine
spare part stock levels at the different locations in the multi-echelon network of Damen
and describe how the combination of stock at DSGo should be controlled.
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Chapter 1

Company Background

The company description consists of a brief description of Damen Shipyards and the in-
ventory control in the current situation. Information about Damen consists of the history
and key facts, the organizational structure and the product portfolio. We finalize this
chapter by explaining the observed problems regarding the inventory control situation.

1.1 The company

Shipbuilding within Damen is project-based, with production according to a mixture of
engineer-to-order (ETO) and make-to-stock (MTS) strategies. Damen experienced a re-
markable growth in last decade, especially in the period from 2013 to 2015. This growth
resulted in a turnover of approximately 2.1 billion, 9,000 employees, and 33 yards world-
wide. The key strategy that facilitated this growth was the standardization of products,
which nowadays is still unique in the shipbuilding industry. This strategy enabled Damen
to offer short delivery lead times, competitive pricing, high resale value, continuous im-
provement, and the offering of proven technology. The standardization was mainly adapted
in the business groups: new builds and building on site contributing to 69% of the turnover
in 2016. Besides the standardization strategy, the demand and scope of customer solutions
are growing in size and priority for Damen. These customer solutions include services and
components, ship repair, and the offering of spare part packages; these contributed to 31%
of the turnover in 2016.

In the last two years, the family business Damen Shipyards B.V. (also referred to as
Damen or Damen Group) faced a decrease in sales. The more significant decrease of sales
can be found in the business units High Speed Craft (HSC) and Cruise & Offshore (C&O).
The main cause is the oil crisis that resulted in less demand in ships transporting respect-
ively people (HSC) and materials (C&O) to oil drilling platforms. The other business units
Workboats (W) and Damen Technical Cooperation (DTC) continued growing in 2016 and
2017.

Damen’s signature vessel is the tugboat, which was the first ship type produced on a
large scale and is still one of the vessels that is sold the most. Over the years, the types of
ships Damen offered expanded rapidly, both by takeovers and research and development
with the customers. Damen currently offers almost everything from fishing boats to huge
marine vessels to luxurious yachts and dredging equipment. Damen produces almost every
ship type with a length up to 250 meters. This wide portfolio results in many different com-
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CHAPTER 1. COMPANY BACKGROUND

petitors. Overall, the competition for the bigger ship types comes mainly from the Asian
market with huge corporations such as Hyundai Heavy Industries from South Korea and
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries from Japan. Damen faces fierce competition on the smaller
and specialized ship types from mainly European and American shipbuilders. Competition
is also growing in terms of the service provisioning that can be delivered along with the
different ships.

Due to the market-wide decrease in demand, Damen is facing an increasing need to
continuously improve their business to increase or keep their position in the market. Damen
is encountering problems that many fast-growing companies run into; as Greiner (1997)
states, “traditional management practices, which worked in smaller sized firms, can stop
working when organizations are expanding.” The challenges that Damen is facing and the
strategy that they are adopting are reflected in the mission and vision statement presented
in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Mission and vision statement

In addition to the mission and vision statement, Damen addresses their culture in their
slogan that all employees are one “Damen Family”. This statement is in line with Damen’s
strong corporate culture, which might be the result of the company still being a family
business.

Organizational structure

The organizational structure is presented in an organogram in Appendix A. The organo-
gram depicts the organizational form that Hobday (2000) describes as the project-led
organization. As explained in the literature research (Bossink, 2017), this organizational
form is a mixture of a project-oriented organization and a functional-oriented organization.
At Damen, the business units consist of a strong project-oriented column and supporting
functional departments such as logistics and procurement that represent the functional-
oriented line. This organizational form has the characteristic of prioritizing projects over
functional support; however, in this form, the functional management is still used and
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CHAPTER 1. COMPANY BACKGROUND

does influence the projects. In general, this structure performs well in terms of offering
customer service, yet it lacks in standardization between projects. Damen’s world-wide
coverage with new build yards, ship repairs and service hubs can be found in Appendix
B. The biggest sales markets in 2016 were Europe and the Americas, both responsible for
about a third of the total revenue.

1.2 Product portfolio

Damen deconstructs a ship on a product level and on a functionality level. The highest
aggregation level of the product level indicates the ship categories, for example dredging,
offshore, aquaculture, yachting, and tugboats. There is already some degree of commonal-
ity between these categories in terms of production and service parts. These commonalities
increase if we look at the product portfolio on a lower aggregation level. At that point,
aggregation levels consist of the product type and the product dimension. The aggregation
levels can best be explained by following the example of a specific category, for example
tugboats in Figure 1.2. The product type can consist of multiple different product dimen-
sions. The product dimensions are familiar in terms of service and standardized production
parts. The most specific aggregation level that will be considered on a product level is the
product dimension, which results in ships with very small differences in terms of part com-
monality. This level often explains the length and width of the ship, for example ASD3212
is a type ASD tugboat with a length of 32m and a width of 12m.

Figure 1.2: Product category, product type, product dimension

1.3 Problem description

At Damen, inventory is controlled to realize economies of scale and to cope with uncertain-
ties in demand and supply. There are four types of possible stocking locations in Damen’s
supply chain network: the central warehouse, the production yards, the service hubs,
and the customer warehouses; a complete overview of all stocking locations world-wide is
presented in Appendix B.
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Damen is facing an inventory control problem that can be further distinguished into
two problems that intervene with one another. The central warehouse is controlling com-
bined stock, both production parts and services parts. The batch demand of production
parts have a high demand variability while the unplanned service parts are critical and
should have a high availability. The combination of these two different demand patterns
with different characteristics and control objectives leads to an inventory situation that is
difficult to manage. In general, Damen makes very limited use of available data to control
the combined stock situation.

The combined stock at the central warehouse is procured based on a reorder signal
from the ERP system. This signal to procure parts occurs whenever the inventory level
goes underneath a predetermined reorder point. Silver, Pyke and Thomas (2016) describe
this type of inventory control as the (s,Q) - logic. The inventory controlled at the central
warehouse is mainly influenced by the production demand, while services demand is only a
small proportion of the combined demand. The stock management department determines
the values of reorder level s and the order quantity Q based on experience. The order
quantity is determined by a trade-off between the purchase cost, the holding cost, and
the backorder cost; for some parts the fixed set-up costs are taken into account as well,
although these costs cannot be found in the ERP system. The reorder level s is selected
to meet the demand during the lead time and represents a balance between the backorder
and holding costs.

In terms of the service demand, the stock at the customer warehouse is procured by
Damen’s customers via initial provisioning (IP) packages, consisting of critical unplanned
service parts. These IP packages are composed based on supplier knowledge, the criticality
of a part, a rough demand estimation, and to some extent the costs of the part. Based
on this expert knowledge in combination with some standardized rules of thumb, the IP
packages are constructed. When part demand is fulfilled by the IP package, then the
central warehouse will replenish the part following a base stock policy. If the IP package
cannot fulfill the critical service demand, then the central warehouse replenishes the parts
via an emergency shipment. The service parts are replenished by Damen to the customer
with a commercial purpose, meaning that expenses such as the emergency shipment and
custom clearance are paid for by the customer.

The main reason why customers are dissatisfied is because Damen is not taking respons-
ibility over the full product life cycle of its ships. Instead, Damen uses the spare parts for
commercial purposes. When parts cannot be fulfilled from the IP package, Damen will
almost always try to fly a certain part from the central warehouse DSGo directly to the
customer. This emergency procedure is costly, but the costs will be included in the price
the customer has to pay. As the customer wants to prevent long down-times of the ship,
they often accept the cost of the emergency procedure.

The current method of service offering to the customer is undesirable to them, and
therefore Damen aims to change its service offering. Damen wants to make improvements
in the spare part distribution process to change their business model and to start working
with service contracts. It is currently unclear what level of service Damen can promise its
customers and what steps can be taken to improve their service offerings.
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Research Assignment

The research assignment consists of a brief summary of the literature researched, for ad-
ditional information the literature research can be reviewed (Bossink, 2017). The liter-
ature research is complementary to Damen’s supply chain configuration as it focuses on
both single-echelon and multi-echelon inventory models summarized in Appendix D. The
single-echelon models can be used to evaluate the combined stock management situation
at Damen’s central warehouse. In terms of spare part distribution both single-echelon as
multi-echelon models are reviewed. Based on this summary and the problem description
presented in Chapter 1 we will define the research assignment. Finally, the scope, approach
and deliverables will be explained.

2.1 Literature research

The literature research consists of four parts. First, the literature that captures the topic of
single-echelon inventory control will be summarized. Second, the inventory control of com-
bined stock will be discussed. Third, the service part distribution models will be presented.
Fourth, we discuss how a distribution network should be designed. This section will be
finalized by a short summary of the gap between Damen’s operations and the models found
in literature.

Single-location inventory control
There are multiple control models to manage inventories in a single-location environment.
To control inventory in a warehouse, van Donselaar and Broekmeulen (2015) propose a
periodic review inventory control system either with lost sales or backorders. The concept
of lost sales occurs most often in the fast-moving retail sector, while backorders are more
common in the capital goods industry. The discrete demand distribution is based on the
fitting procedure of Adan, van Eenige and Resing (1995). The single echelon system as-
sumes a positive lead time L and a review period R. The review policy is a (R, s, nQ) -
policy with a reorder level s based on the mean demand during a period of time t = L+R
plus a certain safety stock.

The classifications of van Donselaar and Broekmeulen (2015) can be followed to de-
termine the performance of the replenishment process. In general, this means that we can
look at inventory systems periodically and continuously. In the periodic review method,
the inventory level will be reviewed every R time units. If at a review moment R, the
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inventory position drops below the reorder level s, then a fixed or variable amount will be
replenished. This means that in one review period, multiple orders can arrive which then
result in combined reordering (e.g., economies of scale). In the periodic review, it is also
possible to run out of stock, which results in backorders and customer dissatisfaction.

The continuous review method reviews the stock level continuously and will directly
increase the stock if the inventory position drops below the reorder level s. In continu-
ous review models, the inventory position after ordering will always be backed up to the
order-up-to level S. This results in the following benefits: smaller possibility of backorders
and customer dissatisfaction, low safety stocks needed, and high levels of customer service.
However, continuously reviewing can be costly and results in many small procurement
orders and therefore high purchasing costs (Mohammaditabar, Ghodsypour & O’Brien,
2012).

Combined stock
Combined stock that consists of service and production parts can be controlled following
the proposed inventory control models in Appendix D. Combined stock consists of different
demand patterns and service objectives. This means that situations might occur in which a
decision has to be made between fulfilling different types of demands. In such a situation,
critical service parts are often considered as the most important parts and Deshpande,
Cohen and Donohue (2003) accordingly propose to set rationing thresholds for such items.
Once the inventory position of a part goes underneath a fixed threshold, then the stock
can only be used to satisfy the most important demand.

There are two types of rationing thresholds: static and dynamic rationing policies.
The benefit of a dynamic rationing policy is that it can be optimal because it takes into
account that occasionally satisfying a non-critical customer demand can be beneficial if
the probability of satisfying a critical demand is very small. However, dynamic rationing
has two downsides: the theoretical complexity of obtaining the threshold levels and the
difficulty of procedurally sticking to the rationing levels.

Therefore, static rationing policies are more often used to ensure the availability of
critical parts. There are some differences between the static rationing policies, mainly in
terms of prioritizing whether or not to satisfy a low priority outstanding demand. Different
choices can be made when such a low-priority backorder is outstanding while the inventory
level is still below the critical level. Some policies decide to satisfy the demand while others
decide to increase the inventory level.

Service part distribution
The industry model of companies satisfying customer demand is changing. Customers
increasingly want the OEM to take a more leading role in the exploitation phase of the
product. Downtimes of capital goods can have a big impact in terms of lost revenues
and customer dissatisfaction (Arts and Kiesmüller (2013), Van Houtum and Kranenburg
(2015)). Besides customer dissatisfaction, other factors can also tirgger companies to in-
crease their service offerings, such as competition and profitability potential (Oliva & Kal-
lenberg, 2003). Therefore, the OEM uses system availability or service level agreements to
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promise the customer a leading role in the exploitation phase of the product.

The literature research focused on several distribution systems: both single-echelon
and multi-echelon systems. Most of the models emphasize spare part distribution as the
models assume Poisson or compound Poisson demand. The goal of these models is to max-
imize the availability of service parts while minimizing the operational costs and inventory
levels at the different stock points. Oliva and Kallenberg (2003) state that companies that
want to increase service offerings should increase the utilization of the distribution network.

Distribution network design
Ambrosino and Scutella (2005) state that a good network design consists of two types of
analysis. First of all the existing network, or the flow of goods, needs to be optimized. It is
important to start with the existing network and to optimize this situation to acquire a fair
benchmark situation. Any extensions to the distribution network can then be compared
to the existing optimized supply chain configuration. This comparison enables a company
to appropriately determine the best configuration of facilities in the network. This con-
figuration is evaluated based on objectives such as satisfying a certain service level while
minimizing the overall costs.

Distribution networks can be constructed by defining a routing problem that takes all
relevant variables and costs into account. The design decisions should be based on the
important cost and service factors. Chopra (2003) cites inventory, transportation, facility,
handling, and information costs as the relevant costs on which network design decisions
should be based. To evaluate the service factor, the important indicators are response time,
product availability, and customer experience. Based on these cost and service factors, de-
cisions such as the grouping or clustering of warehouses can be made.

Literature Gaps
The literature on spare part distribution models does not take into account the process
regarding import duties. This process should be taken into consideration as it can have
an impact on where to allocate strategic inventory. Because of the unplanned random
arrivals of spare part demand, it might not be appropriate to place inventories locally as
the company needs to pay the import duties for parts which they might never have to
deliver to their customers. Despite the custom clearance, most spare part distribution
models assume that transportation times and costs are fixed. It is, however, very common
that transportation costs and transportation times are influenced by the chargeable weight
of a product. In terms of modeling the distribution network, one can most realistically
determine the transportation times and costs of the model based on the chargeable weight.

2.2 Assignment

Damen wants to obtain a more objective approach to control the inventory levels of the
combined standard planned item (SPI) stock. The SPIs consist of regular production parts
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as well as planned and unplanned service parts. Damen has a clear categorization between
parts (see Appendix E), but in this assignment we will only consider the SPI parts. Both
the project specific parts and planned service parts can be ordered and shipped to arrive
just-in-time (JIT). These parts are not the major concern for Damen as they can be tracked
and controlled by the pull flow from the production yards and repair hubs. The SPI parts
and the unplanned service parts are controlled at the central warehouse following the (s,Q)
- logic. Parameters or exceptions to this logic are adjusted based on expertise.

Besides the inventory control in the central warehouse, we have to improve the service
offering to the customer. Due to Damen’s world-wide presence, it is important to take into
account import duties. To capture both inventory control problems, we want to define an
understandable, well performing, and reproducible model to determine inventory levels that
maximize the availability of parts, while minimizing the operational costs. The emphasis
of this research will be on the spare part distribution and how this spare part distribution
network influences local inventory control. Hence, the following assignment is defined:

Design a spare part distribution network, taking into account import duties, to increase
customer service and improve the central inventory control process of combined stock.

In this thesis, we gain insights on the trade-off between the waiting time and the
operational costs of the different spare part distribution networks. The objective is to
modify a mathematical inventory model which can be applied and tested in the case study
performed at Damen. Based on this design and the acquired knowledge regarding spare
part demand, the inventory control situation at the central warehouse can be examined.
The main research question of this assignment is therefore as follows: How can we extend
the spare part distribution network, by taking import duties into account, in a way that
increases customer service and improves inventory control of combined stock?

2.3 Scope

This Section describes the scope of the project based on the assignment proposed in the
previous Sections. To accomplish a good balance between the complexity of modeling
a realistic environment and the prevailing time constraint of this research, the following
scope is defined:

• The design focuses on SPI parts. Service employees and tools for corrective maintenance
are out of the scope.

• Focus on SPI parts means that the project specific parts and preventive services parts
are out of the scope. These parts are planned and should be able to arrive JIT due to the
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long production process and maintenance periods.

• Due to demand uncertainty of parts that are not included in the IP packages, we decided
to assume that the parts in the IP package represent the full set of corrective spare parts.
The services department considers this a fair assumption as the services department hardly
distributes service parts that are not included in the IP packages.

• At Damen, there is a reverse flow of goods from the yards back to the central warehouse
when goods are not used. This flow is often defined as re-exporting (surplus). Nevertheless,
we will only focus on the forward flow of goods.

• The case study at Damen will focus on a specific region and ship type. This region
will be determined in consultation with the services department, engineering department,
and the stock management department. Based on this region we determine the fixed pos-
sible storage locations; that are graphically presented in Appendix B.

• The inventory control at the central warehouse will be considered a single-echelon in-
ventory control situation. The design of the spare part distribution network will provide
spare part levels at the central warehouse, which will be denoted as rationing threshold
levels.

• We also follow the assumptions that are needed to be able to apply basic spare part
models, as presented in Appendix 2.2.

2.4 Research sub questions and approach

1. What is the current performance of Damen’s inventory control model?
In the current procurement process at DSGo, the ERP system and performance meas-
urement follow the (s,Q) - logic. To evaluate the performance correctly, the demand of
parts will be examined following Adan’s two moment distribution fit (Adan et al., 1995).
Based on the findings, the actual service performance of the inventory control process can
be calculated and corresponding costs can be determined based on the expected on hand
inventory, expected backorders, and expected reorder moments following the logic of van
Donselaar and Broekmeulen (2013).

2. What requirements are important to manage spare parts (at Damen Shipyards)?
At Damen, service parts are clearly distinguished, this distinction is also incorporated in
the IP packages located with the customer. A listing of the important critical parts will be
created in cooperation with the service department, engineering department and invent-
ory control department. In terms of the distribution of spare parts the custom clearance
process and variable transportation costs should be taken into account. The case study
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will focus on the product category Dredgers and focuses on an interesting service region
in Asia, covering Bangladesh and Vietnam. Other regions can be included in the model
based on the analyses of these regions.

3. Which spare part distribution model found in literature can best be ap-
plied or modified considering the requirements of the industry?
Based on the requirements defined in the previous sub question, we will define an appro-
priate set of service requirements. These requirements can either be a material availability
constraint, a service level constraint, or an aggregate waiting time constraint. We want
to design a distribution network that represents the existing supply chain configuration.
Based on Oliva and Kallenberg (2003), we want to investigate the increase in utilization
of the existing supply chain configuration in terms of additional distribution facilities. We
want to restrict this research to the use of fixed locations within the Damen network. Da-
men has strategically located service hubs and production yards; the locations are chosen
because of their distribution infrastructure and the capacity of these facilities to distrib-
ute service parts. We do not investigate the opportunity to use customer warehouses
as distribution centers; instead, we only investigate using customer warehouses to locate
stock, because customers are genuinely uninterested in participating in the distribution
processes. This is mainly because it is inconvenient for their own warehouse operations
because of limited storage capacity, and because distributed parts go to direct competitors.

4. What is the performance of the spare part distribution model, given the
defined set of service requirements?
In the case study, we will need to use a constant set of service requirements so that different
configurations can be analyzed. The current performance of the distribution network that
has IP packages with the customer can be used as a benchmark for comparing extended
configurations. As Ambrosino and Scutella (2005) state, it is important to first optimize
the existing configuration before comparing it to extended configurations. Therefore, we
will first optimize the current configuration to create an appropriate benchmark.

5. How should the central warehouse control its inventory given the results
obtained in the spare part distribution network?
Now that is clear how spare part distribution can best be facilitated, we will continue with
the inventory control at the central warehouse. Per network configuration, we will obtain a
fraction of the demand that needs to be satisfied by the central warehouse. As this demand
is highly critical it should be met with a high certainty. We should obtain a solution for
this availability and come up with an overall solution to optimize the control of combined
stock.

The deliverables of this research are the design of the spare part distribution networks
that takes fixed locations and import duties into account. It will answer the previous main
and sub questions regarding spare part distribution and central inventory control. The
deliverables will be presented in the form of a master’s thesis report including case study
results, concluding remarks, and recommendations for Damen.
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Detailed Analysis

Now that the problem has been analyzed and the research objectives have been defined,
the part distribution network of the case study company will be analyzed in more detail.
Damen is controlling a combination of stock in the network, consisting of production parts
and service parts. The combined stock consists of different part categories that differ
in terms of demand pattern, value, and department responsible. Information about the
different part categories and departments responsible can be found in Appendix E which
presents the different types of warehouse stock.

The current part distribution network consists of both combined inventory managed at
the central warehouse as described in Section 3.2 and Damen’s local warehouse control as
described in Section 3.3. Before we describe the inventory control and distribution process,
we will first describe Damen’s part distribution network in more detail in Section 3.1. This
section is finalized in Section 3.4 with a summary of the main problems observed regarding
the Damen warehouse control and the local warehouse control.

3.1 Part distribution network

The current part distribution network is graphically presented in Figure 3.1. The central
warehouse has to manage the combined SPI stock that is mainly distributed in batches
to the production yards. The stock is to a lesser extent used to replenish the customer
warehouses in a one-to-one ratio.

Figure 3.1: Current part distribution model
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Spare parts inventory distribution is currently modeled with inventory located at the cus-
tomer warehouse and base stock replenishment from the central warehouse. In collabora-
tion with the services department, a specific region was chosen to analyze in further detail,
namely Bangladesh and Vietnam. We chose this region because of the high amount of al-
most identical dredging ships with expensive down times. These are crucial characteristics
to investigate the possibilities of pooling effects. Moreover, Damen wants to improve its
market share in this area, where the companies operating the dredgers are demanding in
terms of service performance levels. To increase the utilization of this network, Damen
has two possible distribution locations that can be used in the service part distribution,
namely Service Hub Bangladesh (SHBa) and Damen Song Cam Shipyards (DSCS).

In the supply chain we observe the following costs: holding cost, backordering cost,
purchase cost, customs cost, and transportation costs. The transportation costs can be
divided in replenishment cost, lateral shipment cost1, and emergency shipment cost. In
order to control the combined stock at the central warehouse we need to balance three
important cost components presented in Eq 3.1.

Annual Cost = Annual (Purchase Cost + Holding Cost + Backordering Cost) (3.1)

We worked with the stock management department to determine the following costs:
holding costs CH = 10% per year × part value, backorder costs CBO = e135,− per back-
order and purchase costs CP = e115,− per reorder. All costs can be translated to the
costs per review time R. Note that the purchase costs are per reorder moment and that
each reorder moment consists on average of six order lines. As we need to know the pur-
chase costs per order line we use CP

6
. In Appendix J, we explain how the costs of each cost

component are obtained.

Custom clearance
Custom clearance is a complex but important process within Damen’s supply chain con-
figuration. Every country has other rules for importing goods, which makes it difficult
to create general rules of thumb. There are two types of custom clearance that occur at
Damen, but we are only interested in the forward exportation of processed goods to the
customer.

This process starts with an export request for processed goods which includes export
documents such as invoices, a packing list, and if requested, a certificate of origin. The
list of goods is registered and each part receives a HS Code for tax purposes. This code
will determine what percentage of the part’s price should be paid for the part’s clearance.
The documents are checked at the border and if the documents receive approval then the
goods can enter the country.

The time the clearance process takes differs greatly per country and is also influenced
by factors such as the day of the week, holidays, and in some countries the goodwill of the

1We explain the lateral shipments because this will be part of the model provided in Chapter 4
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customs staff. If we zoom in on our situation in Vietnam and Bangladesh we find similarit-
ies in terms of custom costs. In Bangladesh and Vietnam, import costs are on average 25%
of the part’s value. Besides the cost of a part, the characteristics of the processed good
also impact the custom clearance cost. There are many different HS Codes, each with a
corresponding clearance cost percentage. In cooperation with the customs department, we
were able to find the correct HS Code for all parts that possibly needed to be distributed.
The clearance process in these countries takes an additional 2 days on average which should
be added to the transportation times. The custom costs should be integrated in the spare
part distribution network as these costs influence the trade-off between the service level
and the costs of the supply chain configuration. In Section 4 we will describe in detail how
custom costs can be taken into account.

Transportation costs
We distinguish three different types of transportation cost: replenishment cost, lateral
shipment cost, and emergency shipment cost. Transportation is often outsourced to a car-
rier that charges Damen based on the parts’ volume and weight. These carriers charge
variable transportation costs per transportation mode, volume, and weight; the variability
is caused by part characteristics, replenishment urgency, and shipment date. This makes it
difficult to define rules of thumb, similarly to the custom costs. However, we decided upon
some rules of thumb in cooperation with the transportation department that will now be
discussed generally.

The costs of transportation strongly depend on the volume (length l, height h, and
width w) and weight of the part. Huang and Chi (2007) state an appropriate meas-
ure for freight carriers called the chargeable weight. The chargeable weight depends on
the actual weight and the volumetric weight. The volumetric weight is calculated as
(length(l)×height(h)×width(w))

6000
. The chargeable weight then results in the largest of the volu-

metric and the actual weight.

3.2 Damen warehouse control

At Damen there are three main objectives to control inventory: uninterpreted production,
sales, service levels, and minimum costs. In the ERP system the (s,Q) - logic is adopted
to ensure the performance of these three objectives. The input parameters that determine
how this procurement logic works are the reorder point s and the order quantity Q, which
are determined based on experience. This (s,Q) inventory procurement can easily be
explained by following Silver et al. (2016); the logic is explained in detail in Appendix F.

The stock management department at Damen does not store periodic inventory in-
formation. This is unfortunate because this means that we cannot analyze the actual
performance of the inventory control process over the past years. However, in order to
obtain an idea of what the inventory performance looks like, it is necessary to review a
probability distribution of the demand. By fitting the appropriate distributions to the
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demand over time, we can simulate the inventory control process and obtain information
about the expected number of order lines E[OL], the expected inventory on hand E[IOH],
and the expected number of backorders E[BO].

Actual inventory procurement process
The (s,Q) - logic integrated in the ERP is based on assumptions such as continuous re-
viewing of the inventory position and ordering once per signal of the fixed quantity. It is
common for the ERP system to continuously review the stock levels and for a signal to
be triggered once the IP drops below the reorder point. However, if we analyze the actual
procurement process at Damen, we see that the assumption of continuous reviewing is
unsuitable. This is unsuitable because Damen’s procurement employees operate a review
period of approximately two days. van Donselaar and Broekmeulen (2015) state that this
increases the chance of having positively combined reordering opportunities, as well as the
negative chance of an increase in backorders.

Another imperfection of the (s,Q) - logic is that it assumes the ordering of a fixed
quantity Q. Due to the high variability of batch demand, it is possible that the IP may
drop far below the reorder level. When this happens, the procurement employees will order
the order quantity Q multiple times, although procuring an order multiple times is not in
line with the current procurement procedure.

Based on the comparison of inventory control systems in Appendix D, we propose the
(R, s, nQ) - policy as the best fitting policy to control the inventory locally. The shortcom-
ings of the (s,Q) - logic are resolved by the (R, s, nQ) - logic because the latter logic does
not assume continuous reviewing of inventory levels. Instead, it takes the review period
into account. The restriction of ordering just once the order quantity is also resolved
because the (R, s, nQ) - logic enables procurement to order n times the order quantity
Q. Moreover, the model can easily adopt discrete compound Poisson distributions that
represent the demand for each part. The model’s ability to adopt these distributions is
convenient as the arriving demand is often batch demand, which is best described by spe-
cial cases of the compound Poisson distribution (Hopp & Spearman, 2011). The (R, s, nQ)
- logic is described in detail in Appendix G.

Due to the absence of documented inventory costs and service levels, we will fit dis-
tributions that control batch demand. We can use Adans two moments distribution fit
to determine the appropriate compound Poisson distribution per part. The result will be
the input for the inventory analysis. The two moment fit is used because it is a fast and
effective method of determining the distribution fit (Van Houtum & Kranenburg, 2015).
Following Adan et al. (1995), we allow four distributions that can be adopted which are all
special cases of the compound Poisson distribution. These four variations of the compound
Poisson distribution should describe all the batch demand patterns of the parts that arrive
at the central warehouse. The four discrete probability distributions that can be fitted are:
the binomial (BIN), Poisson (POIS), negative binomial (NB) and the geometric (GEO)
distribution. Adan’s fitting procedure denotes a random variable X with support N0 and
states the first two moments as the mean E[X] and variance E[X2]. These moments
demonstrate the fit of a discrete random variable Y that is also supported by N0 on these
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moments. These moments are also used to determine the squared coefficient of variation
c2
X = V ar[X]/(E[X]2) and parameter a = c2

X − 1
E[X]

(Van Houtum & Kranenburg, 2015).
The two moment fitting procedure and the determination of its parameters are described
in detail in Appendix H.

3.2.1 Damen warehouse control performance

To gain a better understanding of the local inventory control performance, we obtained
information about the expected number of order lines E[OL], the expected inventory on
hand E[IOH ], the expected number of backorders E[BO], and the corresponding fill rate
P2. The exact formulas to calculate these probabilities can be found in Appendix I. With
the use of Adan et al. (1995) two moments fit method, we found that the demand for
SPI parts can be explained by two special cases of the compound Poisson distribution:
the geometric distribution (96% of the parts; a ≥ 1) and the binomial distribution (4%
of the parts; −1 ≤ a < 0); note that all SKUs follow different distribution parameters.
After fitting the two special cases of the compound Poisson we derive the costs and service
measure in Table 3.1.

Category SPI
(2017)

Average
Reorder

Purchase
Cost

Holding
Cost

Backorder
Cost

Total Cost Fill rate
(P2)

Total 1885 2.68 e96,941.- e171,355.- e4,162,189.- e4,430,485.- 0.686

Table 3.1: Results of the initial inventory control situation

As can be seen in Table 3.1, the different costs are not well balanced. Compared to
the purchase and holding costs, the backorder costs are very high, and the high amount of
backorders also leads to a poor fill rate (P2). These findings might indicate that the model
parameters of the reorder level s and the order quantity Q are in general too low, resulting
in the high amount of E[BO]. The stock management department at Damen agrees with
these numbers as they often have to contact suppliers to try to decrease lead times. These
cost components provide us with useful insights and could indicate that adding a fixed
fill rate constraint and optimization of the model parameters s and Q would increase the
overall performance.

However, we do have to make an important point given the low fill rate and high
backordering costs. As Damen often sees demand arising earlier, it can react on expected
variability in the demand patterns. Besides the variability, Damen is often able to decrease
lead times because of their tight collaboration with most suppliers. Due to these advant-
ages, we expect the emerging fill rate performance to be higher and backorder costs to be
lower.
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We are well aware that the limitations stated lead to a slightly biased result. However,
we do not want to change the proposed model because of the following reasons: the current
situation is undesirable and as Axsäter (2015) explains it is important to use the costs to
strike a balance. The current situation is undesirable because it is time consuming to con-
tact suppliers to decrease lead times and actively track and control each part individually.
Increasing the reorder levels and order quantities would undoubtedly increase the holding
costs and the risk of parts becoming obsolete. However, this risk is taken into account
through measures such as by including it in the different cost components. Nonetheless,
the problems of a poor fill rate and high backorder costs remain relevant.

3.3 Damen’s local warehouse control

As described in Section 3.1, the service part distribution will concentrate on the regions
of Bangladesh and Vietnam and a specific ship type, namely the Cutter Suction Dredger
(CSD) 500. The services department distinguishes service parts between planned and
unplanned service parts. The difference in demand patterns between the planned parts
and the unplanned parts can easily be explained by the hazard rate of these types of
service parts, see Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3. The hazard rate is denoted as the failure rate
over time.

Figure 3.2: Failure rate of planned “wear
and tear” service parts

Figure 3.3: Failure rate of unplanned
critical service parts

Figure 3.2 represents an increasing failure rate over time. It is assumed that, these
parts do not fail in between preventive maintenance moments. Figure 3.3, depicts how
the unplanned service parts have a constant failure rate over time. Both visualizations of
the failure pattern are average degradation patterns that have been confirmed with the
engineering and the services departments. The different types of service parts are handled
according to their hazard rate and demand behavior. In this research we focus on the
unplanned service parts stored in the IP package.
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Most ship types have well documented Initial Provisioning (IP) packages that are sold
to the customer. The customers use these packages to satisfy their unplanned demand in
critical spare parts. If a part is taken from stock, then the part will be replenished from
the stock at the central warehouse through one-for-one replenishment.

Customers are dissatisfied with the costs and performance of this method of service
offering. Damen sells expensive IP packages that include many parts but complaints persist
regarding the availability of parts in the packages. In Section 3.3.1 we will analyze the
investment cost and performance of the IP packages in further detail.

3.3.1 Investment costs of the IP packages

In this section we will analyze the IP package that Damen currently sells along with their
CSD500. We denote the current way of constructing the packages as the current perform-
ance. We will formalize the construction logic of the current performance by comparing
it with two formal approaches. First, we will briefly discuss the item approach and ex-
plain why this approach corresponds to the construction logic of the current performance.
Second, we will propose the system approach that outperforms the current performance
and reduces investment cost against the same service measure. Both approaches are based
on the basic service distribution model as explained by Van Houtum and Kranenburg
(2015). The model objective, parameters, assumptions, and the evaluation procedure are
described in Appendix M.

The IP package that we analyzed consisted of all the relevant critical spare parts needed
to satisfy unplanned maintenance demand of a CSD500. The IP package that Damen sells
to the customer costs e220,783.- and is assumed to support one dredger. The service
package located at the customer warehouse consists of 238 critical parts denoted as |I| ∈ N
with base stock levels Si = 1, 2, .... The critical service parts that are included in the
package can all be linked to a certain module such as the electrical installation or the
hydraulic system. The full content of the package can be found in Appendix L.

Most of the parts in the IP package have a base stock level of 1. Some of the cheaper
parts with a higher failure rate probability have base stock levels of > 1. We are interested
in the service level of the current performance and corresponding costs; the service level can
be determined by the aggregated fill rate. The aggregated fill rate is denoted as the long
term fraction of demand that can immediately be fulfilled from stock. The aggregated fill
rate of the current performance provided by Damen is 95.4%. This fill rate performance is
satisfying for both Damen’s services department and customers (based on customer survey
2015). To benchmark this performance we want to run the item and system approach with
an aggregated fill rate objective of 95.4%.

Item approach
Using the item approach explained in Appendix N with an aggregated fill rate objective of
95.4% leads to the investment cost obtained in Table 3.2. The first solution that satisfies
the objective of Damen’s package approach has a fill rate of 95.8% and costs e218,587.-.
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We also stated the first possible solution under and above the 95.4% constraint to indicate
the possible outcomes of the item approach.

Item
Approach (1)

Item
Approach (2)

Item
Approach (3)

Aggregate Fill rate 94.6% 95.8% 96.1%
Total Costs e217,334.- e218,587.- e221,783.-

Table 3.2: Investment cost of the item approach

To conclude, the item fill rate does lead to a small cost decrease of e2196.- (≈ 1%)
against a slightly better fill rate. However, what is more relevant is that the logic behind
the item approach corresponds to the reasoning used at Damen. Damen tries to achieve a
service objective for each part individually, without taking the SKUs investment cost into
account. Therefore, we will now propose the system approach that does take into account
the investment cost of each SKU.

System approach
The system approach determines the optimal base stock levels, taking into account not only
the system’s availability but also the cost of the items. More detailed information about
the system approach and its optimization can be found in Appendix N. The approach leads
to the results presented in Table 3.3.

System
Approach (1)

System
Approach (2)

System
Approach (3)

Aggregate Fill rate 90% 95.6% 98%
Total Costs e41,503.- e80,843.- e123,380.-

Table 3.3: Investment cost of the system approach

The system approach achieved a cost reduction of e139,940.- (63.4%) compared to the
investment cost of Damen’s current performance. Note that there are large cost differences
between the different fill rate objectives: 90%, 95.4%, and 98%. Obtaining a fill rate of
90% was half as cheap as the target aggregated fill rate solution obtained at 95.6%. This is
due to high differences in the price of parts in the package; shown in Appendix O in Table
O.1. For the 90% constraint, we see that we do not yet have to store the most expensive
parts. Increasing the fill rate constraint causes the costs of the solution to increase quickly.
Appendix O in Figure O.1 contains a graph plotted with all optimal solutions. Damen and
the customer can use this graph to determine what service level or costs are desired.
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3.4 Summary

In this chapter we analyzed the existing distribution network of Damen. We proposed
models that fit the processes regarding Damen’s warehouse control of combined stock and
the local warehouse control. We proposed two approaches to compare the base stock levels
of the IP packages with. In this section, we summarize our main findings from analyzing
the central and local warehouses.

Damen warehouse control
In terms of the Damen warehouse control we proposed the (R, s, nQ) - logic because this
is the best fit for the inventory control characteristics of Damen. We find high demand
variability due to batch demand from production yards results in high backorder costs and
a poor fill rate performance. This performance indicates that the model parameters s and
Q should be adjusted to manage the high demand variability. Therefore, Chapter 5 of the
Case Study will start with an optimization of these model parameters.

Local warehouse control
In terms of the service offering, we analyzed the investment cost of the IP packages. We
saw that high cost improvements could be obtained by changing the package proposition.
Damen’s logic in constructing the base stock levels of the packages was comparable to the
item approach. The downside of this approach is that it does not take into account the
costs of the SKUs which are included in the package. By proposing a system approach
that does take the costs into account, a cost reduction of 63.4% can be achieved against
a slightly better fill rate. This finding indicates that a different construction logic of the
packages should be used.

While analysis of the IP packages would result in potentially useful findings for Damen,
the goal of this research is to design a distribution network that improves the service of-
fering. Currently, Damen is not operating a distribution network to realize a high quality
service offering but to achieve commercial profit by selling spare parts. Damen wants to
make a strategic transformation in their service offering and start taking responsibility in
the TCO. Therefore, we want to investigate Damen’s service offering within the distribu-
tion network that is currently used for commercial profit. This current network may not
be the most cost efficient solution. This did not matter for a long time because it was
less important to optimize part allocation in the network as the customer was financially
responsible for holding service inventory, down-times of the ship, and emergency transport-
ation solutions. This mindset changed over recent years for both Damen and its customers,
and Damen wants to take a leading role in its service offering.

Oliva and Kallenberg (2003) state that if an organization wants to improve their service
offering they should aim to utilize the distribution network. Fortunately, Damen has world-
wide coverage on every continent, although it does not make use of these locations for spare
part distribution. Therefore, we want to extend the current configuration by the usage of
local warehouses that Damen is already operating as described in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4

Model Development

This section develops a conceptual and detailed design of a distribution network model
in order to improve service provision to customers. The model captures both the existing
network and proposed extensions and describes how an OEM can make the transition from
being a product manufacturer to becoming a service provider. This transition is based on
the product service continuum as proposed by Oliva and Kallenberg (2003). The desire to
improve the service offering is often driven by the customer demand. However, competition
and profitability potential in the market can also trigger this desire. Customer demand
can arrive in terms of complaints or requests for additional services. A highly competitive
market could indicate that customer satisfaction is of great importance and that entering
the installed base market is a necessity. Whether or not the transition is profitable depends
on the design of the service contracts.

Following Oliva and Kallenberg (2003), we want to increase the utilization by the usage
of local warehouses close to the customer warehouses, to decrease the response time and to
keep pooling effects. The transition of an OEM to a service provider is visualized in Figure
4.1. The left side of the figure depicts the OEM controlling combined stock at the central
warehouse and the replenishment of service parts to the customer warehouses. The right
hand side of the figure proposes an OEM with an utilized distribution network through
integration of local warehouses.

Figure 4.1: The transition from OEM to service provider
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4.1 Conceptual design

This section will explain the outline of the multi-location spare parts model to capture
both the existing network as well as extensions to the network. The model and notation
used in this chapter are based on the spare part models of Van Houtum and Kranenburg
(2015). Section 4.1.1 will describe the design of a spare part distribution network and the
influence of the custom clearance process.

Once the design decisions and custom clearance requirements have been established the
different distribution networks can be developed. All the distribution networks consist of
two types of local warehouses: main and regular. The difference between the two types is
that the main local warehouses |K| can supply a lateral shipment while the regular local
warehouses |J | are only able to receive it. A lateral shipment is used to satisfy demand at
the other local warehouses, which is possible because the different local warehouses have
complementary stock. Taking lateral shipments into account results in flexibility in the
distribution network and is often used on a tactical planning level.

It is important to start with modeling and optimizing the existing distribution net-
work because this provides a good benchmark for comparison with the extended networks.
Therefore, we will first describe the existing network in Section 4.1.2. This network has
no main local warehouses (|K| = 0) close to the regional local warehouses, which are also
referred to as customer warehouses.

Next, we will start with one main local warehouse because we are interested in the
impact of opening a main local warehouse close to customers but are also interested in
keeping most of the pooling effects. The usage of one main local warehouse (|K| = 1)
and distributing parts to adjacent countries will be discussed in Section 4.1.3. After the
modeling of one main local warehouse we will investigate the possibility of using multiple
main local warehouses, which results negatively in less pooling effects and positively in a
quicker customer response. The model with multiple main local warehouses (|K| > 1) will
be explained in Section 4.1.4; in this distribution network the main local warehouses are
allowed to laterally ship parts to one another.

Once we explained the outline of all possible configurations we will present the math-
ematical model in detail in Section 4.2. All configurations that will be proposed in this
section can only be applied if the central warehouse has ample supply to conduct emer-
gency shipments. To ensure this assumption holds true, we propose the use of a rationing
threshold policy in Section 4.3.

4.1.1 Requirements & design of the network

We chose to restrict the use of main local warehouses to fixed locations in the supply chain
network. There were multiple reasons to do so. For example, the service hubs and produc-
tion facilities are normally located strategically, close to the installed base of the customer;
these local facilities already have warehouse capacity and logistical infrastructure.
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Network design
There are two possible approaches in terms of network design. The first is to start from
scratch and construct optimal warehouse locations for the main warehouses. To optim-
ize the locations, the location of customer warehouses should be mapped. Based on the
customer warehouses and the relevant cost and service factors, we can create a linear
programming model with an objective function, a set of decision variables and a set of
constraints. In a network where consolidated warehouses are already strategically located,
these optimal locations would preferably overlap. If the optimal and the fixed locations dif-
fer significantly, one can construct a business case and consider to repel the fixed warehouse
and choose to operate the optimized distribution network.

The second option is to take the fixed warehouses for granted. Nahmias and Cheng
(2009) explain that to construct a suitable layout for a distribution network, all possible
locations of warehouses within a specified region should be found. Based on Deshpande et
al. (2003) we found that one can best design a single-commodity single-echelon discrete loc-
ation problem by first evaluating all possible transportation arcs between main warehouses
and regular local warehouses. When all possible transportation arcs are constructed, one
can design an origin-destination matrix and perform an enumeration based on the relevant
constraints and cost objectives. Deshpande et al. (2003) denote that the following costs
should be taken into account: transportation costs, storage costs, operation management
costs, stock out costs, and plant and equipment costs.

Which design approach is best differs per situation. However, assuming fixed ware-
house locations that are strategically located, the cost and service factors will most likely
be close to the optimal solution. Therefore, in distribution networks with fixed locations,
the investment costs of changing the distribution network to the optimal network will often
not be worth the investment.

Custom clearance
The objective function of the distribution network model is influenced by the customs pro-
cess (customs time and customs costs) and the variable transportation costs. The influence
of customs will be denoted in the distribution networks with an asterisk (*). It is important
to take custom cost and custom time into account because they influence the costs and
therefore the stock allocation decisions of the model. The main reason for this influence is
that it is more expensive to place stock with custom clearance to satisfy unplanned demand
than it is to fulfill known demand via an emergency transportation modality. If the parts
are not used to satisfy demand, then the OEMs’ cost of obsolescence is higher than when
the emergency solution is used to provide direct demand.

4.1.2 Existing distribution network, K = 0

In the current distribution configuration, SKUs are located at the regular local warehouses
of the customers and at the central warehouse. If the service package at the customer
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warehouse is not able to satisfy the demand, then an emergency procedure from the central
warehouse is triggered to fulfill the demand. The emergency shipment has replenishment
time tem∗. If the part is taken from the stock at the customer warehouse then a normal
replenishment is triggered from the central warehouse with replenishment time tj∗.

The usage of different transportation modes mean that the fill rate as a service con-
straint is no longer appropriate. An often used service measure (closely related to the fill
rate) is the aggregate mean waiting time W (S) (Basten & Van Houtum, 2014). The mean
waiting time per single SKU of i = 1, 2, ..., |I| can be determined following Eq 4.1, which
for i = I leads to the aggregated mean waiting time produced by Eq 4.2.

Wi(Si) = (1− βi(Si))t
em∗
i (4.1)

W (S) =
∑
i∈I

mi

M
Wi(Si) (4.2)

The supply chain configuration is modeled as presented in Figure 4.2. To validate this
configuration, we also used chapter 2.9 of Van Houtum and Kranenburg (2015) which is
described in Appendix N.2. The model that will be presented in the detailed design in
Section 4.2, works for K = 0, exactly the same as the proposed model in Appendix N.2.

Figure 4.2: Existing distribution configuration

4.1.3 One main local warehouse, K = 1

As explained above, we want to increase the utilization of the distribution network by
adding one main local warehouse close to the regular local warehouses of the customer.
This changes the total supply chain inventory, as the option to pool inventory relatively
close to the customer could be beneficial. In Figure 4.3 we propose our distribution network.
Note that this network makes it possible to satisfy customer demand in the same country
as well as in adjacent countries.
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Figure 4.3: Multi-location distribution network with one main local warehouse

If a part is requested by the installed base of machines, it will be provided immediately by a
regular local warehouse j ∈ J . If this local warehouse has stock on hand, the corresponding
waiting time is then zero. When a demand is satisfied by the regular local warehouse the
central warehouse will replenish the part with replenishment time tj∗. If the regular local
warehouse is out of stock, it will request a lateral shipment from main kj, with lateral
shipment time tlat

j,k. To point out the influence of custom clearance, an addition to this
model can be made when a main warehouse is located in an adjacent country; in this case
the regular local warehouse is denoted j∗ and the connected main local warehouse kj∗.
We denote the time of a lateral shipment of a main local warehouse to a regular local
warehouse in an adjacent country as tlat∗

j,k . The asterisk denotes that the parts crossed
borders twice after the lateral shipment is completed. The part is replenished to the main
local warehouse with time tk∗ (from the central warehouse) and to the adjacent regular
local warehouse with time tlat∗

j,k . This process encounters the custom clearance process
twice, and the additional custom clearance cost is denoted as Cc+. If main kj is not able
to satisfy the demand, then the emergency shipment, with time (tem∗) from the central
warehouse is triggered. This emergency shipment time exists of two components, namely
the time to ship a part and the time it takes to obtain custom clearance. The costs of the
custom clearance are included in the cost of an emergency shipment Cem∗.

4.1.4 K main local warehouses, K > 1

Compared to the previous configuration of |K| = 1 presented in the section above, the
|K| > 1 configuration is slightly more complex. The transportation connections and trans-
portation times remain the same as described in the previous configuration. In this section,
we will focus on the extra steps that need to be implemented for a |K| > 1 configuration.

To further increase the flexibility of the distribution configuration, we also allow lateral
shipments between the main local warehouses. Hence, if a main local warehouse is not
able to satisfy a lateral shipment to a regular local warehouse, it can request a part from
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the other main local warehouses. The time it takes to perform a lateral shipment between
two mains in different countries is denoted tlat∗

k̃,k
; where k̃ is the main warehouse requesting

a lateral shipment from main k.

Figure 4.4: Multi-location distribution network with lateral shipments between main local
warehouses

4.2 Detailed design

The models of the distribution networks with |K| = 0, |K| = 1, and |K| > 1 main local
warehouses are quite similar. Therefore, we want to explain these different distribution
network models in the same detailed design. Each different configuration requires some
different modeling steps, a slightly different optimization algorithm and a different cost
objective. This section consists of the modeling steps, the cost objective, the evaluation
procedure and the optimization algorithm. We will further clarify the cost objectives of
our case study configurations in more detail in Section 5, which is where we also present
the results.

We will now propose the multi-echelon distribution model that allows for j = 1, ..., |J |
regular local warehouses and k = 1, ..., |K| main local warehouses. The model takes cus-
tom costs and lateral shipments into account. Note that for |K| ≤ 1 no lateral ship-
ments between main local warehouses occur. Note again that custom costs are in the
formulas marked with an asterisk (*), and that transportation costs are variable per SKU
i = 1, ..., |I|. We will now propose our model and use the notation of Van Houtum and
Kranenburg (2015) as a guideline.
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Let N denote a non-empty set of groups of installed systems at the regular local ware-
house of the customer. Each system belongs to a group of n ∈ N that consists of multiple
critical components. These critical components are often referred to as SKUs (Silver, Pyke,
Peterson et al., 1998), which are subject to failures. We assume that defective parts can
be replaced by new ones to make the machine operational again. If a demand for SKU
i cannot be satisfied from stock, a lateral replenishment from the main local warehouse
will be triggered. If the demand cannot be fulfilled by the main local warehouse, then
a lateral shipment at the other main local warehouses is requested, the main warehouses
are checked according to a fixed sequence. If none of the main local warehouses are able
to fulfill the demand, then the emergency shipment from the central warehouse will be
conducted. We assume that this central warehouse has ample supply, and we propose a
waiting time constraint as the service measure. All input parameters for the multi-location
model with lateral shipments are explained in Appendix R.

Let I denote the non-empty set of SKUs that are numbered i = 1, ..., |I|, resulting in a
demand for each SKU i ∈ I and group n ∈ N . This demand is following a Poisson process
with a constant rate mi,n; resulting in a demand for group n of Mn =

∑
i∈I mi,n, n ∈ N .

Assume that Mn > 0 given n ∈ N . The expected waiting time for a spare part request
from group n can then be denoted by W obj

n , under the assumption W obj
n > 0.

Warehouses can be distinguished into two types: main local warehouses and regular
local warehouses. Let J denote the non-empty set of all local warehouses; j = 1, ..., |J |.
The subset of main local warehouses can be denoted as K(∈ J) and the subset of regular
local warehouses by j ∈ J\K. The difference between these two types of warehouses is
that main warehouses can be the supplier of lateral shipments while regular warehouses
cannot. The model allows situations where there are no main local warehouses |K| = 0 or
no regular local warehouses |J | = 0 as well.

Each group of systems n ∈ N can be assigned to exactly one regular local warehouse
or main local warehouse. Let Nj(∈ N) denote the subset of systems assigned to a local
warehouse j ∈ J such that the Nj set constitutes to a partition of the total groups managed,
denoted N . Each regular local warehouse receives a total demand of SKU i denoted as
Mi,j which is the sum of all mi,n. The mi,n denotes the demand of mi per group Nj that
is faced by regular local warehouse j. This leads to the following formula to determine
the total demand of SKU i in regular local warehouse j, i.e., Mi,j =

∑
n∈Nj

mi,n. If a part
request can be satisfied from the local warehouse j, the part will be directly provided out
of stock; in this situation the lead time and corresponding cost are zero.

Each regular local warehouse is assigned to one or more main local warehouses where
a lateral shipment can be requested. If a regular local warehouse is assigned to multiple
main local warehouses then it will request lateral shipments following a fixed sequence. If
regular local warehouse j does not have stock on hand, then it tries to obtain the parts
by means of a lateral shipment from the main local warehouse it is connected to. The
possibility to have lateral shipments is denoted as kj with corresponding time tlat

j,k (≥ 0)

and cost clat
j,k (≥ 0). If a main local warehouse k does not have stock on hand, then it

tries to obtain parts at another main local warehouse in a pre-specified order of main
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local warehouses K ∈ {k}. If the pre-specified order K(k, σ1(k)) = ∅, then the emergency
shipment from the central warehouse is needed with corresponding tem∗

j . Note that this
emergency shipment can always be conducted because the central warehouse has ample
supply.

The stock in all local warehouses is controlled with the use of a base stock policy. The
base stock levels for SKU i ∈ I in regular local warehouse j ∈ J are denoted by SR

i,j(N0 =
N ∪ {0}) and for main local warehouses k ∈ K is denoted by SM

i,j(N0 = N ∪ {0}). Let
Si = (SR

i,1, . . . , S
R
i,|J |, S

M
i,1, . . . , S

M
i,|K|), i ∈ I resulting in the base stock policy of the

complete system as follows:

S =


SR

1,1 SR
1,2 · · · SR

1,|J | SM
1,1 SM

1,2 · · · SM
1,|K|

SR
2,1 SR

2,2 · · · SR
2,|J | SM

2,1 SM
2,2 · · · SM

2,|K|
...

...
. . .

...
...

...
. . .

...
SR
|I|,1 SR

|I|,2 · · · SR
|I|,|J | SM

|I|,1 SM
|I|,2 · · · SM

|I|,|K|


Once a part at a regular local warehouse is used to satisfy an unplanned demand, a

new part will be requested immediately from the central warehouse with a replenishment
lead time denoted as tj∗ and (≥ tem∗

j , j ∈ J).

βi,j(Si), for the fraction of demand for SKU i at local warehouse j that can directly be
satisfied, from stock denoted as the item fill rate.

αi,j,k(Si), for the fraction of demand for SKU i ∈ I at local warehouse j ∈ J that is
fulfilled from main local warehouse k by means of a lateral shipment.

Ai,j(Si) =
∑

k∈K,k 6=j αi,j,k(Si), for the fraction of demand for SKU i ∈ I at local ware-
house j ∈ J that is delivered by a lateral shipment.

αi,k,k̃(Si), k̃ ∈ K, k 6= j, for the fraction of demand for SKU i at main local warehouse

k̃ that is delivered from main local warehouse k by a lateral shipment.

θi,j,k(Si), for the fraction of demand for SKU i at local warehouse j that is delivered
from the central warehouse by an emergency shipment.

Resulting for each SKU i ∈ I at each local warehouse j ∈ J , it holds that βi,j(Si) +
Ai,j(Si) + θi,j(Si) = 1

When a SKU i is requested at local warehouse j, with a given base stock policy Si, then the
mean waiting time can be calculated following Eq 4.3. The lateral shipment time between
main local warehouses does not need to be included in this equation because it can be
integrated in tlatj,k.

Wi,j(Si) =
∑

k∈K,k 6=j

tlat
j,kαi,j,k(Si) + tem

j θi,j(Si) (4.3)
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For the total group of machines n connected to regular local warehouse j ∈ J (i.e., n ∈ Nj),
this leads to the aggregated mean waiting time presented in Eq 4.4.

Ŵn(Si) =
∑
i∈I

mi,n

Mn

Wi,j(Si) (4.4)

The expected total costs C(S) consists of the holding costs, transportation costs, and addi-
tional custom clearance costs that consequently lead to the mathematical model objective.
Before we discuss the objective function, we will first explain the different costs. First, the
holding costs per year are equal to Eq 4.5.∑

j∈J

ch∗
i Si,j (4.5)

Second, the transportation costs consist of lateral replenishment costs and the emergency
replenishment cost. The costs of the different types of lateral replenishment are from main
local warehouses to regular local warehouses (C lat

j,k) and between two main local warehouses

C lat
k̃,k

or C lat∗
k̃,k

. Depending on whether the main local warehouses are located in the same

country, there may be custom clearance costs. The emergency replenishment from the
central warehouse to the regular local warehouse is denoted by Cem∗

j .
The additional lateral shipment costs C lat

k̃,k
between main local warehouses are included

in the transportation cost function. We can obtain a cost matrix where the C lat
k̃,k

are added

to the (C lat
j,k) for lateral replenishments from the non-preferred main local warehouse. Note

also that if |K| ≤ 1 that the lateral shipment term between main local warehouses is not
part of the transportation costs. Based on this reasoning, the expected transportation
costs for lateral shipments and emergency shipments are equal to Eq 4.6.∑

j∈J

Mi,j × (
∑

k∈K,k 6=j

C lat
j,kαi,j,k(Si) + Cem∗

j θi,j(Si)) (4.6)

In a distribution network with foreign customer warehouses (j∗) connected to k, denoted
kj∗; additional custom clearance costs are faced. The lateral replenishment from main local
warehouse to adjacent regular local warehouse are denoted (C lat∗

j,k ). These adjacent lateral

shipment cost (C lat∗
j,k ), consist of the normal lateral shipment cost (C lat

j,k) plus additional
costs that are denoted as Cc+. Note that if all warehouses are domestic (kj∗ = 0) that
this term of the objective function is void. The additional custom costs are based on
(αi,j∗,k(Si)), being the fraction of demand for SKU i at foreign local warehouse j∗ ∈ J
satisfied by main local warehouse k. This fraction has to be multiplied with the additional
customer clearance costs of SKU i (Cc+

i ) and the demand faced by foreign local warehouse
j∗ denoted as Mi,j∗. The additional custom clearance costs are equal to Eq 4.7.∑

j∗∈J

Cc+
i (αi,j∗,k(Si)×Mi,j∗) (4.7)
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Objective of the model

Based on the waiting time objective for warehouse j ∈ J , the objective can be denoted to
minimize the expected total costs over all SKUs, denoted as problem P:

Min Si∈N C(S) =
∑

i∈I Ci(Si)

S.t. Ŵn(S) ≤ Ŵ obj
n , ∀ j ∈ J, n ∈ Nj

Si,j ∈ N0, i ∈ I, j ∈ J

To apply the spare part models, it is necessary to make and evaluate assumptions based
on the impact of the assumption on the real world setting. These include assumptions such
as ample supply in the central warehouse and parts being independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d). An overview of all assumptions that need to be applied can be found in
Appendix M.

4.2.1 How to solve the model?

An evaluation procedure must be applied to solve the multi-echelon distribution model.
The input of the optimization problem P are the base stock levels Si for i = 1, ..., |I|.
To derive an aggregated mean waiting time solution, we have to obtain different fractions
such as the fraction of demand that can be satisfied from stock. This section will ex-
plain the two possible evaluation procedures that can be used to determine these fractions.
Once we decided upon our evaluation approach we will explain the optimization procedure.

Evaluation procedure
Van Houtum and Kranenburg (2015) provide two types of evaluation procedures to solve
the model proposed in the previous section. In order to analyze the performance, a decision
must be made between the exact or approximate procedure. This decision should be based
on the size ability of the distribution network and requirements such as extendibility of
the model. The approximate evaluation is often used for the practical implications of the
model, mainly because this procedure has a higher computational speed and provides more
flexibility in terms of extensions. The accuracy of the approximate evaluation is high and
therefore only this evaluation procedure will be discussed.

The approximate evaluation procedure uses the Erlang loss model (M |G|c|c queue).
L(c, ρ) denotes this loss probability with c servers (c ∈ N0) with c servers being the base
stock level Si and ρ = mi ∗ ti (> 0) the load in the system. We presented the Erlang loss
probability in the model section in Appendix N.3.

Each regular local warehouse has a base stock level denoted as Si,j and a demand
represented by Mi,j. The fraction of stock at regular local warehouse j ∈ J\K that can
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directly be satisfied from stock is denoted by βi,j with βi,j(Si) := 1 − L(Si,j,Mi,jt). For
all main local warehouses k ∈ K, M̃i,k is denoted as the total demand, with M̃i,k :=
Mi,k +

∑
j∈J |kj=k(1 − βi,j(Si))Mi,j. To evaluate the main local warehouses k, the βi,k(Si),

αi,k,k̃(Si), and the θi,k(Si) must be obtained with the use of evaluation algorithm provided

in Table 4.1. The formulas to derive M̂i,k̃,k and αi,j,k will be explained after the evaluation
algorithm.

Evaluation Algorithm 5.2 (Van Houtum & Kranenburg, 2015)

Step 1 For mains k ∈ K, θi,k(Si) := L(
∑

k∈K Si,k,
∑

k∈K M̃i,kt).

Step 2 For mains k ∈ K, βi,k(Si) = 1− L(Si,k, M̃i,kt).
Step 3 For one main k ∈ K :

Step 3.a Determine M̂i,k̃,k and M̂i,k := M̃i,k +
∑

k̃∈K,k̃ 6=k M̂i,k̃,k.

Step 3.b βi,k(Si) := 1 − L(Si,k, M̂i,kt) and Ai,k(Si) := 1 − (βi,k(Si) + θi,k(Si)).
Step 4 Repeat step 3 for all k ∈ K.

Step 5 Repeat steps 3 and 4 until M̂i,k does not change more than ε with ε small for every
k ∈ K.

Step 6 For all mains k ∈ K,αi,k,k̃(Si) := βi,k̃(Si)M̂i,k,k̃\M̃i,k, k̃ ∈ K, k̃ 6= k.

Table 4.1: Approximate evaluation algorithm

The table denotes the demand in lateral shipment requests from main k̃ to main k; this
requested demand rate is mathematically constructed as M̂i,k̃,k:

M̂i,k̃,k =


Ai,k̃(Si)M̂i,k̃

1 −
∏

l∈K,l 6=k̃(1− βi,l(Si))

∏
l∈K(k̃,k)(1− βi,l(Si)),

Si,l > 0 for at least one l ∈ K\{k̃}

0, Otherwise


The M̂i,k is the total demand that arrives at main k which consists of the direct demand

Mi,k̃, and the M̂i,k̃,k represents the overflow demand from main k̃ requested from main k. To

solve this balance an iterative procedure can be used until M̂i,k̃ does not change more than
ε, for both warehouses until convergence is reached in Step 5 of the evaluation algorithm
as depicted in Table 4.1.

After the convergence, it is established that the demand arrives at main local warehouses
k by a lateral shipment from main k̃ denoted as (M̂i,k,k̃), which enables us to calculate

αi,k,k̃(Si) for all k̃ ∈ K, k̃ 6= k. To finalize the evaluation, it is necessary to obtain αi,j,k(Si)
and θi,j(Si) for all regular warehouses j ∈ J\K. αi,j,k(Si) which can be obtained through
the following equations:
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αi,j,k(Si) =

{
(1− βi,j(Si))βi,kj(Si), k = kj
(1− βi,j(Si))αi,kj ,k(Si), k ∈ K, k 6= kj

Optimization

The greedy algorithm aims to minimize the model objective provided above. The cost
minimization function runs over Si until the Ŵn(S) value is smaller than the aggregated
mean waiting time objective Ŵ obj

n .
To optimize the base stock levels of the warehouses that take the costs into account,

the greedy algorithm provided in Table 4.2 can be used. The greedy algorithm obtains a
feasible solution against the lowest cost possible.

Evaluation Algorithm 5.2 (Van Houtum & Kranenburg, 2015)

Step 1 Set Si,j := 0, i ∈ I, j ∈ j
Step 2 For each SKU i ∈ I :
Step 2.a Calculate ∆jCi(Si), j ∈ J ;
Step 2.b While minj∈J{∆jCi(Si)} ≤ 0 :

a) Determine j′ such that ∆j′Ci(Si) ≤ ∆jCi(Si)
b) Set Si,j′ := Si,j′ + 1;
c) Calculate ∆jCi(Si), j ∈ J

Step 3
Step 3.a Calculate ∆i,jC(S), ∆i,jd(S), and Γi,j , i ∈ I, j ∈ J
Step 3.b While d(S) > 0 :

a) Determine i′ and j′ such that Γi′,j′ > Γi,j , i ∈ I, j ∈ J
b) Set Si′,j′ := Si′,j′ + 1;
c) Calculate ∆i,jC(S),∆i,jd(S), andΓi,j , i ∈ I, j ∈ J

Table 4.2: Greedy Algorithm, multi-location with lateral shipments

The algorithm consists of an initialization and optimization phase in Step 2 and Step
3 of Table 4.2 respectively. The initialization in Step 2 optimizes the costs without taking
the waiting time constraint into account. After conducting Step 2, we find the optimal
base stock levels in terms of the costs (∆C), for example the balance between the holding
costs, additional custom clearance, lateral shipments, and emergency shipments. Step 2 is
solved over the j-th unit vector with size |I|.

If the Ŵ obj
n is not yet satisfied, then Step 3 will be executed to decrease the Ŵn(S)

further. The decrease in distance of the waiting time is denoted as the −∆i,jd(S). The
distance in combination with the ∆i,jC(S) result in the Γi,j. The greedy heuristic searches
for the maximal value of Γi,j which is a matrix of |I| × |J |. The increase of base stock

levels stops when the Ŵ obj
n constraint is reached.
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4.3 Rationing threshold policy

The model proposed in the section above can be used under the assumption that the
central warehouse has ample supply. However, this assumption is not necessarily true in
supply chains that involve a central warehouse controlling combined stock. Moreover, high
variability of batch demand can easily result in stock outs that make it inappropriate to
use the multi-location spare part model.

To resolve this problem in the central warehouse, we propose the setting of rationing
threshold levels, which is often referred to as the critical-level policy. Koçağa and Şen
(2007) explain how thresholds can be used to prioritize critical parts and set a service level
per demand type. If the service level for critical service parts is set to be high, then the
multi-location spare part model can be applied. After defining the rationing thresholds for
the critical parts, the inventory control of the non-critical parts can be optimized.

In the literature in Section 2.1, we explained the differences between static and dynamic
rationing policies and why in practice often static rationing policies are used to ensure
part availability. In practice it is important to clearly distinguish the importance between
categories and to commit to the established sequencing rules. The static rationing policy
that is the most clear in prioritizing critical spare part demand is referred to as the priority
clearing mechanism.

Although this option will in most cases be non-optimal, it has the benefits of being
easy to understand and implement. In addition, the simple priority clearing will definitely
resolve the assumption of having ample supply at the central warehouse.

If we follow the logic of Deshpande et al. (2003) we can calculate a threshold level ci
for all critical spare parts denoted i ∈ I. When IP (t)−D(t, t+ τ) ≥ K, demand from all
classes can be satisfied. However if the inventory position is underneath or equal to the
critical threshold level, the critical spare part demand will be satisfied immediately while
the production demand will be backordered. Assume Poisson arrivals of each of the critical
spare parts at the central warehouse with rate λi for all i ∈ I. Based on a high fill rate
objective βobj

i the critical-level policy has solution space: ϕ = {c = (c1, c2, ...., cI) | ci ∈
N0,∀i ∈ I}. The critical-level thresholds can be derived following Eq 4.8.

Ci = Di(τ, τ +R + L) + SS ∀ i ∈ I (4.8)

Based on the high fill rate objective βobj
i and the known Poisson distributed demand

arriving at the central warehouse, an appropriate set of critical base stock levels can be
derived. The Poisson distributed demand arriving at the central warehouse is based on
the probability of having an emergency shipment multiplied by the failure rate of a part at
a local warehouse. The probability of having an emergency shipment is calculated as the
sum of all fractions of demand for SKU i ∈ I at local warehouses j ∈ J that are fulfilled
from the central warehouse by an emergency shipment.
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Chapter 5

Case study at Damen Shipyards

This chapter presents the results of the supply chain configurations proposed in the previous
chapter. All the input parameters for the different models are explained in Appendix R,
and each model consists of different supply chain configurations.

Before presenting the results of the different supply chain configurations we will first
improve the inventory control situation at the central warehouse as described in Chapter
3. We do so by conducting categorization, implementation of a fill rate constraint per
inventory category, and optimization of the model parameters s and Q. We will describe
the steps of this improvement in Section 5.1.

In section 5.2 we will discuss the different distribution configurations with |K| = 0,
|K| = 1, and |K| > 1 main local warehouses. First the existing distribution configuration
with |K| = 0 main local warehouses will be analyzed in Section 5.2.1. This configuration
provides a benchmark situation for the extensions with |K| = 1 and |K| > 1 main local
warehouses. For all distribution configurations the rationing threshold levels at the central
warehouse can be obtained based on the fraction of emergency shipments needed. We
are only interested in the threshold level for the critical spare parts because we already
explained how the batch demand inventory can be controlled. After implementation of
the rationing thresholds, the demand for critical spare parts can easily be filtered from the
combined stock demand, and the optimal model parameters can be calculated following
the explanation in Chapter 3 and the optimization of the model parameters in Chapter
5.1. In Section 5.3 we compare the different configurations with each other and briefly
explain how the rationing thresholds can be determined.

In Section 5.2.2 we will explain the distribution configurations with one main local
warehouse. In this section we will first propose the opening of service hub Bangladesh
(SHBa), after which we analyze the opening of the production yard in Vietnam, named
Damen Song Cam Shipyards (DSCS). Section 5.2.3 discusses the finalization of the research
on possible network extensions, the open up of both main local warehouses, and accepting
the possibility of lateral shipments between the main warehouses. This section also consists
of a brief explanation about transportation clustering choices.
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5.1 Optimization Damen warehouse control

In Chapter 3 we concluded that the current inventory control situation at the central
warehouse results in high backorder costs and a disappointingly low fill rate. Therefore,
the inventory control situation must first be optimized. Observation of the SPI parts,
reveals differences in terms of price and the amount of demand. This indicates that it
could be wise to commit extra focus to the most important parts and less on the slow
moving and inexpensive parts. An ABC analysis will be conducted to categorize parts by
importance. This categorization method is explained and executed in Appendix Q.

It is now possible to obtain the relevant cost components and service measures per
category. The service measure per category can be determined based on Eq 5.1. With
mi,cat being the demand for a single part belonging to the categories A, B, or C and
mi,cat ∈ cat(I) to derive the appropriate fill rate per category (P2,cat), the total demand
per category is denoted as Mcat. The fill rate per part i is denoted as P2,i, and the exact
formula of the fill rate per item is presented in Eq I.5 in Appendix I.

Per category = P2,cat =
∑

i∈cat(I)

mi,cat

Mcat

× P2,i (5.1)

The categorization provides a more detailed inventory control situation that is presented
in Table 5.1. Comparing the different categories results in an even worse performance for
the parts in the important categories A and B than for the parts in the less relevant category
C. We evaluated these results in Chapter 3, and concluded that there was a problem of a
poor fill rate and high backorder costs. Therefore, Section 5.1.1 proposes to set a fill rate
constraint per category and to optimize the model parameters.

Category SPI
(2017)

Average
Reorder

Purchase
Cost

Holding
Cost

Backorder
Cost

Total Cost Fill rate
(P2)

Part A
(80%*)

211 6.70 e27,088.- e76,517- e2,639,946.- e2,743,551.- 0.491

Part B
(15%*)

394 3.58 e27,062.- e34,427.- e846,567.- e908,056.- 0.724

Part C
(5%*)

1280 1.74 e42,791.- e60,411.- e675,676.- e778,877.- 0.846

Total 1885 2.68 e96,941.- e171,355.- e4,162,189.- e4,430,485.- 0.686

Table 5.1: Results of the initial inventory control situation
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5.1.1 Optimization of the model parameters

To optimize the inventory control situation at the central warehouse, the optimal model
parameters must first be determined. The optimal reorder level s∗ must first be obtained,
after which the optimal order quantity Q∗ can be obtained. The optimal reorder level can
be determined based on a desired fill rate objective. The reorder level s can be determined
as proposed in Eq 5.2, where D(τ, τ + R + L) is the demand during review period R and
lead time L with an added safety stock (SS). The safety stock can be determined based
on the fill rate objective and the demand distribution of the part.

Reorder level s = D(τ, τ + R + L) + SS (5.2)

The fill rate objectives are determined in cooperation with the stock management de-
partment of Damen. The constraints are respectively 98%, 95%, and 93% for parts in
categories A, B, and C respectively.

Once the reorder levels are obtained, the optimal base stock replenishment Q∗ can be
determined. The optimal base stock policy for the endogenous base replenishment situation
can be determined based on the classical EOQ formula. However, it may be a better fit to
use the planned backorder variant that introduces a critical ratio (CR) in which backorders
can be additionally penalized. A high CR generally indicates the desire to stock out less
frequently. The CR can be denoted as cs

cs+ce
in which cs are the shortage costs and ce are

the excess holding costs. The formula of the optimal order quantity can be found in Eq
5.3. Note that the use of the CR component should be evaluated based on the total annual
costs whether this is a good addition to the model or not.

Q =

√
2 × Ordering Cost × Annual Demand

Holding Costs × Parts Price
∗
√

1

CR
(5.3)

We denote this solution as an optimal solution under the constraining fill rate objectives.
Parts from A, B, and C are needed to satisfy a fill rate of respectively 98%, 95% and 93%
(Stock Management Department). Note that due to the fill rate objectives, this does not
necessarily have to be the lowest total cost situation. Table 5.2 presents the results of the
optimized model parameters.
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Category SPI
(2017)

Average
Reorder

Purchase
Cost

Holding
Cost

Backorder
Cost

Total Cost Fill rate
(P2)

Part A
(80%*)

211 4.18 e16,891.- e112,478.- e86,879.- e216,248.- 0.980

Part B
(15%*)

394 1.68 e12,668.- e29,738.- e149,811.- e192,216.- 0.950

Part C
(5%*)

1280 0.58 e14,195.- e28,392.- e193,824.- e236,411.- 0.953

Total 1885 1.21 e43.754.- e170.607.- e430,514.- e644,875.- 0.964

Table 5.2: Results of inventory control with optimal reorder level s∗ and order quantity Q∗

The backorder costs decreased significantly compared to the current situation, which
was mainly caused by the increase of some reorder levels. The purchase costs were relatively
low compared to the holding and backordering costs. This imbalance is due to the low costs
of most of the SPI parts, which made reordering more expensive than holding inventory.
The high amount of inventory of these parts also led to a higher fill rate for category C
parts than for the category B parts.

In general, the order quantities and the reorder moment were increased for some parts
to achieve these results. Note, however, that the total holding costs in the optimized
situation slightly decreased compared to the current situation. To conclude, the optimized
situation does not stock more inventory; it only allocates it in a more efficient way that
lead to big cost reductions in all relevant cost components. In the current situation, the
annual demand consists of all SPI demand, including the critical spare part demand, for the
purpose of making a fair comparison with the current inventory control situation. Damen
can easily filter out demand for critical spare parts from the complete set of SPI demand
and recalculate the model parameters with the constructed inventory tool.

The results are useful for Damen as they clearly demonstrate how the model parameters
should be changed. In general for the category A parts, we propose to take more risk by
increasing the order quantities. In terms of the reorder moments, we also propose higher
stock levels, to manage the variability in demand during the lead time. In total, the new
reorder levels and order quantities decrease all three cost types that we want to balance.
Therefore, the Damen stock management department is advised to change the parameters
as suggested by the model.

5.2 Distribution configurations

Within the supply chain, Damen should distinguish between different levels of warehouses
in the hierarchy such as regular and main local warehouses. The analyzed region con-
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tained two fixed locations that could be used to distribute parts to the regular local ware-
houses of the customer. Section 5.2.1 analyzes the situation without main local warehouses
(|K| = 0), which is the benchmark situation that we will refer to as the package approach
configuration.

After obtaining the benchmark situation, we calculate the usage of one main local
warehouse |K| = 1 in Section 5.2.2. The one warehouse situation can be constructed by
using two different stocking locations denoted SHBa and DSCS. In Section 5.2.3 we will
describe the network with the usage of both stocking locations. To construct this network,
it is necessary to obtain the replenishment linkage between the main local warehouses and
regular local warehouse.

Each configuration takes into consideration the transportation costs of the primary
carrier that is used by Damen, which is DHL. This carrier offers two types of transportation
options. The regular replenishment will be charged based on its chargeable weight with
the low urgency cost option of DHL. The emergency shipments will be charged based on
its chargeable weight with the highest urgency costs.

In the area that we want to analyze, we have customer warehouses j ∈ J\K = 6 that
operate |N | = 18 CSD500 ships. The five customers in Bangladesh can be replenished
with a transportation time trepba

i = 9 weeks and the customer in Vietnam with trepvi
i = 10

weeks. The emergency shipment time for all customers are tem
i = 2 weeks. In this section,

all transportation times and costs include the custom clearance time and costs.

The existing network with IP packages located at the customer warehouse includes a
replenishment time with an additional custom clearance time. Besides the transportation
time, the costs of the part distribution increase because of the custom clearance process.
Each part faces additional clearance costs based on the SKU’s corresponding HS code. For
the regular replenishment, the added time of 2 days is a relatively small addition. For the
emergency shipment, however, the customer clearance has a bigger impact on the service
measure of the aggregate mean waiting time.

5.2.1 Package approach configuration

In the current distribution configurations, SKUs are located at the customer warehouses
and at the central warehouse. If the service package at the customer warehouse cannot
satisfy the demand, then an emergency procedure from the central warehouse is triggered
to fulfill the demand. The model that matches this configuration is described in Section
4.1.2. However, this exact situation can also be described by a model which is less complex,
provided in Appendix N.2. The outcome and logic of the two models is exactly the same,
which validates the |K| = 0 configuration.

The simulation of the current package approach situation, which is operated by Damen
with emergency shipments, leads to the benchmark performance presented in Table 5.3.
The package approach situation results in very short waiting times W (S) against very high
holding costs Ch.
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Emergency
Situation

Package Approach
W (S) 0.0096 days
Cc e107,831.- (27%)
Ch e397,409.-
Cem e2,133.-
Ctot e399,542.-

Table 5.3: Performance of the Package Approach for j = |6|

Now that we have obtained our benchmark situation, we can follow Ambrosino and Scu-
tella (2005) who explain that a good network design consists of analyzing the existing net-
work and optimization of the existing flow of goods. The optimization algorithm presented
in Appendix N exists of two important steps: the initialization phase and the optimization
phase. The latter is only conducted if the solution after the initialization phase is not yet
feasible. The initialization phase starts with all base stock levels Si,j := 0, i ∈ I, j ∈ J ,
after which the base stock levels are increased for as long as the cost decrease. After the
initialization step of the greedy algorithm, a cost efficient solution is obtained that does
not yet satisfy the objective of the benchmark situation (W (S) > W obj). Once the base
stock levels are increased, the first optimal solution is produced with W (S) = 0.0096 days.

This optimization leads to a decrease in cost of e166,929.- (41.7%) compared to the
current distribution network with the non-optimized packages. We distinguish the costs
into the holding costs Ch, emergency costs Cem, and custom clearance costs Cc. The
Cc are also included in the holding and emergency costs, leading to the total costs Ctot.
Note that all Cc ratios do not change in the current distribution configuration; we present
them here because we want to use them later on as a benchmark for other distribution
configurations. Appendix P contains the plot of all optimal solutions for the existing supply
chain configuration.

Emergency
Situation
Initialized

Emergency
Situation
Optimized

W (S) 0.042 days 0.0096 days
Cc e62,390.- (27%) e64,303.- (28%)
Ch e223,041.- e232,604.-
Cem e7,953.- e9.-
Ctot e230,994.- e232,613.-

Table 5.4: Aggregated mean waiting time and costs for J = |6|, emergency and IP packages
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5.2.2 One main local warehouse configuration

In this section we propose the usage of one main local warehouse K = 1 while the customer
warehouses j ∈ J\K will be modeled as regular local warehouses j = 6. In our region
we serve five customers in Bangladesh and one in Vietnam. This leads in the SHBa
configuration to one foreign warehouse in the network (j∗ = 1)∩ (j = 5) and in the DSCS
configuration to five foreign warehouses (j∗ = 5) ∩ (j = 1).

There are quite some changes in the new supply chain configuration compared to the
configuration with only emergency shipments. The lateral replenishment time from SHBA
to the regular local warehouses takes about one week for Bangladesh (tlat

j,k) and about
two weeks to the regular local warehouse in Vietnam, while replenishment from the central
warehouse to SHBa takes about trepSHBa

i = 9 weeks. Note that a lateral replenishment from
SHBa to the customer in Vietnam results in additional custom clearance costs denoted as
Cc+. Another important point is that the model only takes the extra costs (compared
to a regular replenishment) of a lateral and emergency shipment into account. In this
case study, the lateral shipment cost between a main local warehouse and a regular local
warehouse, denoted (C lat

j,k) are the same as a normal replenishment. Therefore, no lateral

shipment costs are taken into account (clat
j,k = 0).

The configuration in which we use production yard DSCS is almost the same as the
SHBa configuration, except in this situation there are five customers that have a replenish-
ment time of 2 weeks and that face additional custom clearance costs. The results of the
configurations with one main warehouse (SHBa and DSCS) lead to the results presented
in Table 5.5.

Package
Approach

Initialized
Main
SHBa

Optimized
main
SHBa

Initialized
main
DSCS

Optimized
main
DSCS

Ŵn(S) 0.0096 days 5.77 days 0.0096 days 5.72 days 0.0096 days
Ch e223,041.- e50,893.- e227,221.- e51,029.- e226,555.-
Cem e9.- e23,082.- e0.- e23,020.- e318.-
Cc+ - e2,976.- e163.- e15,447.- e318.-
Ctot e232,613.- e76,951.- e227,384.- e89,496.- e227,191.-
Cc e64,303.- e47,707.- e61,429.- e47,684.- e60,020.-
Cc% (27%) (53%) (26%) (62%) (27%)

Table 5.5: Comparison of the K = 1 configurations and the IP package configuration

According to the results presented in Table 5.5, optimizing both the usage of warehouse
SHBa and the usage of warehouse DSCS results in slightly lower total costs compared to the
optimized package approach configuration. We benchmarked both configurations against
the aggregated mean waiting time objective of Ŵ obj

n = 0.0096 days that was obtained for
the optimized package approach configuration. Both supply chain configurations led to a
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better mean aggregated waiting time with a decrease in costs of 2.2% for SHBa and 2.3%
for DSCS. Note that an aggregated mean waiting time objective of Ŵn = 0.0096 days
is very short and is an unrealistic waiting time objective constraint for Damen. In each
configuration, this leads to very high holding costs and very low chances of triggering an
emergency shipment.

After the initialization phase, the usage of the SHBa configuration is a more cost
efficient solution than the usage of the DSCS configuration. This is an expected result as
the main difference between the two configurations can be found in terms of the additional
custom clearance costs Cc+ and slightly longer replenishment times. The base stock levels
are optimized in the initialization phase based on the cost objective without taking the
waiting time into account. However, the results of the optimized configurations were quite
surprising as the DSCS solution was slightly cheaper than the SHBa solution.

To explain this surprising result, we analyzed the change in the total costs of both
configurations as a result of a decreasing aggregated mean waiting time objective. These
analyses and comparison can be found in Figure 5.1. As can be seen in the figure, the
SHBa configuration performs significantly cheaper for most aggregated mean waiting time
objectives than the DSCS configuration. However, as denoted with DSCS > SHBA
in Figure 5.1 and in Table 5.5, the DSCS solution outperformed the SHBa solution for
a small number of unrealistically short waiting time objectives. Conducting a detailed
analysis reveals that this surprising result is caused by the additional custom clearance
costs Cc+ and the shortcomings of the greedy algorithm, which will be briefly explained.

Figure 5.1: DSCS configuration vs SHBa configuration

In Figure 5.1, there is a steep decrease in the waiting time for the DSCS configuration
before and during the DSCS > SHBA region. This is because the DSCS solution earlier
increases the stock levels at the five foreign customer warehouses. In contrast to the
SHBa solution that has just one foreign customer warehouse, resulting in more incentive
to pool inventory at the main local warehouse. This is due to the different ∆C(S) that
the configurations obtain, leading to different base stock increases via the “biggest bang
for a buck” principle. The DSCS configuration is able to perform better because it earlier
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obtains max gamma values (Γ = ∆C(S)
∆W (S)

) at the regular local warehouses; which for very low
waiting time objectives is smart because this decreases the probability of facing waiting
time the fastest.

The greedy algorithm does not take the long run into account because its objective is to
minimize operational costs by making ad hoc decisions to increase the max gamma value
with Si′,j′ := Si′,j′ + 1. This logic could be improved by also considering to decrease stock
levels or to take into account the trade-off between increasing stock levels at all regular
local warehouses compared to first increasing the pooling at the main local warehouse and
then increasing the base stock levels at the regular local warehouses.

If we further decrease the waiting time then SHBa solution again outperforms the DSCS
configuration. This is because at these even lower waiting time objectives also the SHBa
solution further increased the stock levels at the regular warehouses. Once this is done the
SHBa configuration again has its “normal” advantage over the DSCS configuration. Note,
that these waiting times are not realistic and that the greedy algorithm performs well for
appropriate waiting time objectives.

Note that the additional custom clearance costs are already balanced by the holding cost
in both the initialization and optimization phases in Table 5.5. In the initialization phase,
one determines the most cost efficient solution between holding, emergency shipping, and
custom clearance costs. We see the base stock levels increase in the warehouse(s) in the
adjacent country. For SHBa, this means that it is more cost efficient to raise the holding
costs at the regular local warehouse in Vietnam to reduce the chances of facing excessive
additional custom clearance costs.

To conclude, the SHBa solution was a better performing configuration than the DSCS
solution overall. Both configurations were slightly cheaper than the optimized package
approach configuration. In Section 5.3, we will analyze the different configurations in more
detail. The graphs depicting the optimal solutions for both SHBa and DSCS can be found
in Appendix S. These optimal solutions also indicate the typical patterns of the operational
costs that differ due to the increase in the aggregated mean waiting time. These typical
patterns include a decrease in emergency and additional custom clearance costs while the
holding costs increase. The overall custom costs are included in both the holding and
emergency costs and will therefore show a pattern related to the total costs.

5.2.3 Two main local warehouses with lateral shipments

As both the one main local warehouse configurations produce cost improvements, we want
to further extend the spare part distribution network. Both main local warehouses have
the capacity and logistic capability to be used as a spare part distribution center. We want
to allow for lateral shipments between the main local warehouses because Van Houtum
and Kranenburg (2015) demonstrated that this improves the flexibility of the distribu-
tion network and leads to extra pooling opportunities. The lateral shipments should be
transported by an Asian carrier, and these costs are estimated by Damen’s transportation
department.
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Network design
We explained in Section 4.1.1 that if warehouses in a distribution network are located
strategically, and the cost and service factors are close to the optimal distribution network,
then the investment costs of changing the distribution network will often not be worth
it. To the best of our knowledge, we do not find any reason to change these main local
warehouse locations and we will therefore take them for granted.

We also explained in this section that even if fixed stocking locations are assumed, the
question remains as to which main local warehouse is going to distribute to which regular
local warehouse. In our region we have five customers in Bangladesh and one in Vietnam.
Based on the service requirements of the fastest response and the transportation costs, the
decision to connect the customers to the warehouse in the same country would be the best
choice. Note that the additional custom clearance costs are an extra incentive to model
the network as just described.

Network and results
This supply chain configuration will lead to |J | = 8 local warehouses used. We have K = 2
main local warehouses and j ∈ J\K = 6 regular local warehouses. We will assume that
SHBa distributes parts to the customers in Bangladesh and that DSCS distributes parts
to the single Vietnamese customer. The two main local warehouses can request and sat-
isfy lateral shipments to one another and the time and costs of this lateral shipment are
influenced by the custom clearance process.

The optimized results provided in Table 5.6 indicate that using both main local ware-
houses led to an even better performance than the other configurations for the aggregated
mean waiting time objective Ŵ obj

n < 0.0096. This model performed better mainly because
in this situation the lead time to the customer was the shortest. Besides the lead time the
distribution network remained flexible due to the lateral shipment possibility.

Package
Approach

Two Mains
With Lateral

Initialized

Two Mains
With Lateral

Optimized
Aggregate Waiting Time 0.0096 days 4.99 days 0.0094 days
Holding Costs e232,604.- e55,561.- e213,570.-
Emergency Costs e9.- e20,690.- e51.-
Lateral Costs - e6,668.- e5,480.-
Total Costs e232,613.- e82,919.- e219,101.-
Custom Costs e64,303.- (27%) e46,804.- (56%) e57,405.- (26%)

Table 5.6: Aggregated mean waiting time and costs for |j| = 6 and K = |2|
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5.3 Comparison of the different distribution networks

In the section above, we stated that the model with two main local warehouses outper-
formed the other configurations for the benchmark waiting time objective of 0.0096 days.
As can be seen in Figure 5.2, the current distribution configuration with the basestock
levels that were proposed by Damen (package approach) was significantly improved by all
proposed optimized configurations. This is not surprising as the benchmark situation had
very high holding costs and a very short aggregated mean waiting time.

However, Damen’s services department would be already very satisfied with a waiting
time objective of 5 days (Damen services department, 2018). If we apply this more realistic
waiting time of Ŵ obj

n = 5 days to our proposed configurations, then we will clearly choose
the SHBa configuration as the best performing distribution network; see Table 5.7.

Package
Approach

One Main
SHBa

One Main
DSCs

Two Mains
With Lateral

Ŵn(S) 0.0416 days 4.997 days 4.997 days 4.98 days
Ch e223,041.- e51,148.- e51,260.- e55,562.-
Cem e7,953.- e22,971.- e22,952.- e20,690.-
C lat - - - e6,668.-
Cc+ - e2,941.- e15,361.- -
Ctot e230,994.- e77,060.- e89,573.- e82,920.-
Cc e62,390.- (27%) e47,694.- (62%) e47,658.- (53%) e46,803.- (56%)

Table 5.7: Comparison of the distribution configurations, model objective < 5 days

Therefore, we denote the SHBa solution as the best performing configuration for all
realistically chosen aggregated waiting time objectives. “Realistically” is defined as having
an aggregated mean waiting time objective larger than 0.25 day (Ŵ obj

n ≥ 0.25). If we want
to obtain smaller values of the objective (Ŵ obj

n < 0.25), then the two mains configuration
outperforms the other configurations. Figure 5.2 illustrates that decreasing the W(S)
objective eventually results in the existing configuration performing best. This makes
sense because a very low waiting time objective results in the base stock levels at the
customer warehouses being extremely high, which means that stock outs are unlikely to
happen. In that case, the configuration with just six customer warehouses outperforms
the other configurations because it only has stock in the customer warehouses and cannot
place stock in main local warehouses such as the consolidation centers.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison configurations

These results are in line with Oliva and Kallenberg (2003), who state that to improve
customer service, one should use a more utilized distribution network. The graphs depicting
the optimal solutions for the two main configurations can be found in Appendix T.

5.3.1 Rationing threshold levels

We explained in Section 4.3 that to apply these models, we needed a rationing level to
ensure the availability of parts at the central warehouse. For the aggregated mean waiting
time objective of Ŵ obj

n = 5 days, this means that for all configurations, there has to be
stock for each part at a critical-level of 1 at the central warehouse. The chances of facing
more than one emergency shipment during period (τ, τ +R+ L) are so small that setting
a critical level of just one part of stock already led to a fill rate ≥ 99.9%. To conclude, we
propose to implement a set of critical-levels of c = |c1, c2, ...., cI | with ci = 1,∀i ∈ I. Based
on these criticality levels one is allowed to filter the spare part demand from the combined
stock demand and recalculate inventory levels at the CW.
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Conclusions & Recommendations

The research objective is distinguished into multiple sub research questions. First, the
research questions will be answered based on the insights obtained from the case study in
the previous chapter. We will first conclude our major findings for each research question
in Section 6.1 after which we will present concrete recommendations and further research
for Damen in Section 6.2.

6.1 Conclusions

1. What is the current performance of Damen’s inventory control model?

The central warehouse in Gorinchem is handling combined stock consisting of both pro-
duction demand in batches and single unit services demand. This anonymous combined
stock is controlled as standard planned items (SPI) that are used to fulfill demand via a
first come first serve principle. Procurement decisions of this SPI stock are triggered by
a signal from the ERP system. The ERP system determines when an order needs to be
procured based on the inventory position, following the (s,Q) inventory control logic.

We propose a different inventory control logic as it is a better fit for the actual pro-
curement process of Damen as executed by procurement employees. This (R, s, nQ) - logic
enabled us to determine the number of reorders, holding cost, and backordering cost per
part per year. The batch demand arising for most of the SKUs is described by a special case
of the compound Poisson distribution. The high variability of the batch demand arising
at the central warehouse in combination with low model parameters leads to a bad fill
rate performance and high backorder costs. Although in practice lead times can often be
shortened and multiple times of the order quantity can be ordered, this makes the actual
inventory control process perform better than simulated. However, these actions and sup-
plier negotiations are an undesirable situation that should not be needed. Therefore, we
propose the setting of a fill rate constraint with corresponding reorder levels and optimal
order quantities to optimize the inventory control situation.

2. What requirements are important to manage spare parts at Damen Shipyards?

In this research, we analyzed a specific region in Asia that is representative of other service
markets where Damen is operating. The service process starts at the customer warehouse
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located near the installed base of ships. The customer requires a quick response upon the
failure of a critical part that causes downtime of ships. The customer wants the fraction
of demand available (fill rate) to be high and requires that if a demand cannot be fulfilled,
response will be fast. We compared different configurations based on the aggregated mean
waiting time for all SKUs i ∈ I. This service measure can easily be translated into a
number of operational days per year.

Of course, providing these service measures need investment that comes at cost for
Damen. Therefore, we want to minimize costs such as holding costs Ch∗

i , lateral shipment
costs C lat∗

j,k , and emergency shipment costs Cem∗
j . Because Damen is operating world-wide,

this means that custom costs have to be paid when SKUs cross borders, based on the
HS codes. The general custom costs are dependent on the holding costs, lateral shipment
costs, and emergency shipment costs. We also denote additional custom costs Cc+

i that are
faced when borders are crossed twice. As we are interested in Damen operating the entire
service distribution, we want to minimize the total costs against the lowest aggregated
mean waiting time.

3. Which spare part distribution model found in literature can best be ap-
plied or modified considering the requirements of the industry?

The existing service distribution configuration can be modeled by the single-echelon dis-
tribution model with emergency shipments from the central warehouse as proposed by
Van Houtum and Kranenburg (2015) in chapter 2. The existing configuration can also be
modeled by the multi-location model with lateral shipments as proposed by Van Houtum
and Kranenburg (2015) in chapter 5, with |K| = 0. This model is modified by adding the
custom clearance process to represent a realistic distribution situation for Damen. This
distribution configuration can be used as a benchmark for the other network configurations
that are represented by the model with |K| = 1 and |K| > 1. Modifications to the model of
Van Houtum and Kranenburg (2015) are the variable transportation costs per SKU i ∈ I
and the addition of the custom clearance process.

4 What is the performance of the spare part distribution model; given the
defined set of service requirements?

In the case study in Chapter 5, we compared the different distribution networks. As
explained, the usage of service hub Bangladesh (SHBa) as a main local warehouse was the
best performing configuration. In terms of operating days, we compared the different con-
figurations based on an aggregated mean waiting time objective of 5 days. The cheapest
configuration was SHBa with an operational cost of e77,060.- per year. The configuration
with two mains costed 7.9% more, while only using production yard Song Cam resulted in
a cost increase of 16.2%. The existing configuration was only useful if we wanted to obtain
very short aggregated mean waiting times. With a reasonable waiting time objective of 5
days, the existing network configuration was 199.8% more expensive than the configuration
with SHBa.
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5. How should the central warehouse control its inventory given the results
obtained in the spare part distribution network?

In terms of the inventory control process, we advise to make a clear distinction between
services and production parts. A SKU is defined by Silver et al. (1998) as “an item of stock
that is completely specified as to function, style, size, color and, usually location”. Note
that at Damen the function is not clearly distinguished in the current situation. Based
on the service part distribution models, we can obtain rationing threshold levels at the
central warehouse per SKU. These levels can be determined based on the expected number
of emergency shipments.

The usage of rationing levels is needed because critical parts should always be available
at the central warehouse even if this means that production demand cannot be satisfied.
A rationing threshold level means that if the inventory position of a SKU becomes equal
to or goes underneath a set of critical-levels denoted as c = |c1, c2, ...., cI | per SKU i ∈ I,
then only demand for critical spare parts can be satisfied.

In terms of managing the batch demand we propose to set a fill rate of constraints
per category and to hold slightly more inventory of the most important fast moving parts
(category A parts). Optimization of the model parameters Q and s per part leads to a much
better balance between the purchasing, holding, and backordering costs. To conclude, the
proposed parameters reduce every type of inventory cost and increase the fill rate to the
desired level.

6.2 Recommendations

This section states several recommendations for Damen to improve their part distribution
network. Some of the recommendations can immediately be applied, while others need
further research.

1) Improve the inventory control of combined stock at the central warehouse
Damen is controlling a combination of parts in the central warehouses; both services and
production parts are stocked as anonymous SPI parts. In terms of demand, this means
that both single unit and batch demand rises. The latter is responsible for a high demand
variability. Based on the control parameters in the ERP system, procurement actions are
triggered. These parameters are currently set based on experience; however, we recommend
to change the control parameters based on the research conducted.

The biggest advantage of the new parameter setting is that it is determined by taking
batch demand into account. Using these parameters would allow us to obtain higher fill
rates with less backorders and reorder moments per SKU. The holding cost of the most
important category A parts increases; however, the total holding cost slightly decreases.
We recommend to change the reorder level and order quantity parameters because of three
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reasons. First of all, the fill rate improves significantly, and the SPI parts are not too
expensive and are used for multiple purposes. Therefore, a high fill rate is desired. Second,
each of the three cost objectives, namely purchasing, holding, and backordering costs will
decrease. Finally and most importantly the proposed parameters are satisfactory for Da-
men and can be accepted by the stock management department.

2) Implement service part distribution models and set rationing threshold levels
Damen is relatively inexperienced with non-commercial service offering. In the current situ-
ation, service parts are sold with relatively high profit margins, and emergency costs are
excluded from the sales price. When Damen makes the transition to full service provision-
ing, it should implement the multi-location distribution models as described in Chapter 4.
These models enable Damen and their customers to collaboratively determine the trade-off
between an acceptable service level versus cost. The state of this trade-off provides the
two most important aspects in evaluating a distribution network. Chopra (2003) describes
these two aspects as the level at which customer needs are met, and the costs of meeting
the customer’s needs.

Overall, the models can be used to make distribution network decisions. Based on the
installed base of ships in a certain region, Damen can find which warehouses to use as
main local warehouses. The input of these models are the installed base of ships, possible
stocking locations, transportation times and costs, the expected failure rates of the parts
in the IP packages, HS codes for custom clearance, and the part values. These models can
provide Damen with the desired reasoning to change the service provisioning.

The service distribution models assume that the central warehouse has ample supply to
perform the emergency shipment procedure. This is often a fair assumption as the demand
of service parts arrives in single units, and expected failures rates of parts are relatively
low. However, Damen’s central warehouse controls a combination of service and production
demand. The high variability of batch demand distributed to the production yards can
result in the violation of the assumption of ample supply at the central warehouse. The
assumption of service parts being available at the central warehouse is key to be able
to offer the service level that the distribution models propose. Therefore, to ensure the
availability objective of critical spare parts, we advise Damen to use rationing threshold
levels for these parts. These threshold levels should be determined based on the fraction
of demand satisfied by an emergency shipment procedure, with a certain safety margin.

Compared to the current situation the proposed inventory control models and the in-
troduction of critical levels is a significant improvement. However, it would be smart to
conduct further research on the preferred method to choose whether or not to satisfy low-
priority demand when a replenishment is almost arriving.

3) Establish data consistency
Damen should improve the quality of data in use. During the research, we found two
quick ways to improve the data quality in the system. First of all, the part catalog needs
to be cleaned. Currently, it is quite common to find old parts or one part that is stored
under multiple part numbers in the system. This has the affect of bias on different kinds
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of analyses, including demand information and the expected failure rates that we use.
In terms of the expected failure rate, Damen should try to improve the measurement

of demand in critical spare parts. It can improve the measurement by better and more
transparent cooperation with suppliers and by clearly capturing demand data for critical
service parts. Currently, the service part distribution is often missing information such as
region, customer number, ship type and project number. The lack of this information in
the documentation makes it difficult to pull out the right input for the spare part distri-
bution models.

4) Data gathering
Both the inventory control process and the service part distribution process can be im-
proved or measured if additional data is gathered. To improve the inventory control process,
the fixed setup costs for parts should be added in the system. Procurement employees often
know which parts are produced or supplied with additional setup costs, yet this information
is not properly documented.

During the case study, we obtained information that can be used as the input for the
distribution models. The services department should gather this information per service
region and apply it to the distribution models. This information consists of the installed
base of ships, possible stocking locations, transportation times and costs, the expected fail-
ure rates of the parts in the IP packages, HS codes for custom clearance, and the part values.

5) Research on the criticality of parts
We currently assume that when a failure occurs, all unplanned critical parts in the IP
package cause the same kind of downtime to a ship. However, the parts in the IP package
most likely differ in terms of repair time and material uniqueness. This results in having
different criticality levels, for instance because an engine problem might cause a longer
delay than the malfunction of a safety flood light of a ship. Damen should conduct further
research on the criticality of parts in an IP package; the research, should also take supplier
lead times into account. This categorization could eventually be translated to the proposed
models in the form of an criticality percentage.

6) Use of ADI\S&OP in the inventory control process.
The research on the use of advanced demand information (ADI) is increasing, and prac-
tical implementations are often integrated with the process of inventory control. Damen
is working on the implementation of ADI in the form of sales and operations planning
(S&OP). Due to the long production process of ships, it should be possible to schedule
operations tightly to the production planning. In terms of the batch demand, this could
mean that effective sales planning could eliminate a part of the batch demand variability.
The production yards should be leading and operating a pull flow of parts that need to be
procured at DSGo. The benefits of such a pull flow would be that parts can arrive just-
in-time and in most situations even be procured-in-time, which would mean that batch
demand would not have to be as volatile as it is now.
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Appendix A

Organogram

Figure A.1: Organizational structure Damen Shipyards
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Appendix B

Geographical view, Damen Group

Figure B.1: World-wide coverage with new build yards, ship repair and service hubs
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Appendix C

Service demand in customer order lines,

2017

Figure C.1: World-wide amount of distributed customer order lines (COLs) that satisfy
service part demand

* Creation and usage of the Tableau world-map function in Figure C.1 is based on the
following lists: ISO 3166 for country codes, longitudes and latitudes and ISO 3166 country
code with associated continent.
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Appendix D

Overview of the distribution models
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Appendix E

Warehouse stock

At Damen parts can roughly be distinguished into two main categories and five different
sub categories. The main categories are the production parts and the service parts, which
are respectively managed by the lead buyers, stock management department and services
department. We will now briefly explain the different sub categories, denote the respons-
ible department and explain the characteristics of each part category.

Production parts

SPI parts, Stock management department: Standard Planned Items (SPI) are in
general fast-moving products that are used in the production (or service provisioning)
of multiple ship categories. These parts are used regularly and the risk of obsolescence is
small, these characteristics make it reasonable to control this inventory with a stock policy.
These parts are procured following the (s,Q) - policy that is integrated in the ERP system.
Project specific parts, Lead Buyer: Project specific parts are parts that are specific-
ally purchased for one project which is in general one ship. The lead buyer responsible for
a certain product group, e.g. propulsion, fastenings materials, electronics, etc, procures a
specific part for a single project. If possible the lead buyer can negotiate larger quantities
to satisfy demand of multiple projects, resulting in economies of scale, yet, the project spe-
cific parts are in general bought for one specific project and will preferably not be stored
at the central warehouse at DSGo.

Service parts, Services department

Planned parts: are parts that are used in planned maintenance operations. These parts
show a clear wear and tear pattern and are replaced after a number of operated hours or
after a fixed period. In some specific cases global conditions such as climate or for the ship
category dredgers the type of soil influence the preventive maintenance periods. The parts
needed for preventive repair are shipped to the customer with an added safety period to
arrive at the production yard an ample period before the maintenance operation will be
conducted.
Unplanned corrective parts: are parts that are used for corrective- or unplanned main-
tenance. Upon failure these corrective components make it difficult (fast repair needed)
or impossible (downtime) to operate the ship when defective. These parts are included in
service packages placed at the customer.
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Unplanned critical parts: The critical components comprise complete assemblies or
spare parts that are held in stock to quickly replace defective components: repair by
replacement for the full assembly and swing parts for corrective replacement. These com-
ponents have a long lead time and generally high values, although, expensive to stock,
these components can prevent long periods of downtime mainly caused by long supplier
lead times for the corrective replacement parts.

Note that service parts (all categories) that satisfy the characteristics of a SPI part, e.g.
fast moving and a low risk of obsolescence, can be placed in the anonymous SPI stock.
There are several SPI parts that are only used by services, however, the biggest part of
the SPI parts that are used by services are satisfying a combination of demand (both
production as service demand).
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Appendix F

The (s, Q) inventory logic

The (s,Q) inventory control logic is a continuous control system, alternatively called the
reorder point, order quantity system. As can be seen in Figure F.1, the most important
measure of this logic is the inventory position (IP ). The inventory position is equal to
the inventory on hand (IOH) minus the backorders (BO). The logic assumes that the in-
ventory position is reviewed continuously and that orders arrive randomly and stationary
over time. When a random demand occurs the inventory position is calculated, if the
inventory position drops beneath the reorder level s then a fixed order quantity of Q units
is procured. This fixed order of Q units arrives after a supplier lead time L, if demand in
this period cannot be fulfilled from stock then the excess demand results in backorders.

Figure F.1: (s, Q) - logic
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The (R, s, nQ) inventory logic

In this Section we explain the (R, s, nQ) inventory control model. The reasoning behind
the (R, s, nQ) - logic is similar to the (s,Q) - logic presented in Appendix F. The (R, s, nQ)
procedure works as follows: if at a review moment R the inventory position is below the
reorder level s, then n times Q units are ordered with n being the minimum integer which
is needed to bring the inventory position after ordering back to or above the reorder level.

Figure G.1 shows the (R, s, nQ) - logic proposed by van Donselaar and Broekmeulen
(2013). Some of the shortcomings of the (s,Q) - logic can be resolved by the (R, s, nQ) -
logic because it does not assume continuous reviewing of inventory levels, instead it takes
the review period into account. Moreover, the model can easily adopt discrete compound
Poisson distributions that represent the combined demand for each part. This is convenient
as the arriving demand is often in batches, which is best described by special cases of the
compound Poisson distribution (Hopp & Spearman, 2011).

Figure G.1: R, s, nQ - logic of (van Donselaar & Broekmeulen, 2015)

According to Figure G.1 there are two important inventory position (IP) moments,
denoted by IP (τ) and IP (τ + R) as these are respectively the moment when the review
cycle R starts and the moment just after a potential replenishment order. As can be seen
in the Figure, when at a review moment R the inventory position is below the reorder level
s then a fixed amount (nQ) gets replenished. This means that during one review period
multiple demand orders can arrive which can negatively result in backorders and positively
result in combined reordering opportunities, e.g. economies of scale.
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Two moments fitting procedure Adan

The four discrete probability distributions that can be fitted by the two moments fit are:
the Binomial (BIN), Poisson (POIS), Negative Binomial (NB) and the Geometric (GEO)
distribution. Adans fitting procedure denotes a random variable X with support N0 and
states the first two moments as the mean E[X] and variance E[X2] on which Adan et
al. (1995) show that the fit of a discrete random variable Y is also supported by N0 on
these moments. The moments are used to determine the squared coefficient of variation
c2
X = V ar[X]/(E[X]2) and parameter a = c2

X − 1
E[X]

. The distribution of the fitting
procedure and its parameters are described in detail in Table H.1.

Based on the parameter a, one can find the distribution which best describes the demand
pattern in Table H.1. With the use of parameter a the k ∈ N can be determined such that
the third column expression in Table H.1 holds. Based on the k and a values one can
determine the parameter distribution values and fit he discrete random variable Y on the
first two moments.

Figure H.1: Adans fitting distribution, parameter setting
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Appendix I

Damen warehouse control, cost com-

ponents and service measure

To evaluate the inventory control performance, our main concern are the costs of the model
compared to the service measure, the fill rate. The fill rate (P2) is denoted as the long-term
fraction of demand delivered immediately from stock. We will now explain how the cost
components and the fill rate of the combined SPI stock can be obtained. To do so the
notation of van Donselaar and Broekmeulen (2015) is followed.

Inventory costs
In terms of inventory control there are three important cost objectives when demand is
endogenous: purchasing cost, holding cost and backordering cost. Based on these costs we
can derive the following total annual cost function presented in Eq I.1.

Annual Cost = Annual (Purchase Cost + Holding Cost + Backordering Cost) (I.1)

To control the combined stock at the central warehouse we need to balance our three
cost components presented in Eq I.1. Together with the stock management department
we determined the different costs that are explained in Appendix J. The inventory control
logic has a functional relationship between the costs and the fill rate (P2). We will now
show how the different costs and the service measure can be calculated. Note that in all
measures the set of SPI parts are denoted as |I| ∈ N numbered as i = 1, 2, ..., |I|.

To define the purchase costs we can calculate the expected number of order lines per
review period (E[OL]). Based on the review period one can calculate the expected number
of annual reorders and determine the annual purchase costs following Eq I.2. Note that
the purchase costs (CP ) need to be divided by the average number of order lines (6), to
represent the actual costs per expected order line (E[OL]).

Annual Purchase Cost =
I∑

i=1

E[OLi]×
CP

6
(I.2)

The expected inventory on hand per item (E[IOH
i ]) has two important positions denoted

as (τ + t). E[IOH
i ] can be determined as the average of the inventory on hand at the
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APPENDIX I. DAMEN WAREHOUSE CONTROL, COST COMPONENTS AND
SERVICE MEASURE

beginning of a potential delivery cycle so just after a potential delivery with (t = L)
E[IOH

i (τ + L)] and at the end of a potential delivery cycle so just before a potential
delivery (t = R + L) E[IOH

i (τ + R + L)]. In general, the inventory on hand position
IOH can be determined as E[IOH(τ + t)] = E[(IP (τ) −D(τ, τ + t))+] this equality holds
because: [a]+ = max(a, 0). By taking the average of the two positions E[IOH

i (τ + L)] and
E[IOH

i (τ +R+L)] we obtain E[IOH
i ] which combined with Eq I.3 leads to the total annual

holding costs.

Annual Holding Cost =
I∑

i=1

E[IOH
i ]× CH (I.3)

The last cost component that needs to be obtained are the expected backorders out-
standing (E[BOi]), these can be determined by taking the average in the same way as
described for the E[IOH

i ], so by taking the average of the E[BOi] at the moments (τ + L)
and (τ +R+L). The E[BO(τ + t)] = E[(D(τ, τ + t)−IP (τ)+] this equality holds because:
[a]+ = max(a, 0). With the use of the E[BOi] and Eq I.4 the total annual backordering
cost can be obtained.

Annual Backordering Cost =
I∑

i=1

E[BOi]× CBO (I.4)

Service measure
The service measure that we propose is the fill rate P2 which can be derived per part
P2,i as shown in Eq I.5. The fill rate P2 is denoted as the long-term fraction of demand
delivered immediately from stock. The P2,i is the fill rate for part i and is based on the
E[BOi] during the time interval (τ + L, τ + R + L). During this time interval we get all
extra backorders during the review period. So the backorders that are not present at time
(τ + L) and that are present at (τ +R + L)

The extra E[BOi] obtained during the interval can be calculated by E[BO(τ + R +
L)]− E[BO(τ + L)] and needs to be divided by the average demand arriving in the same
interval E[D(τ +L, τ +R+L)]. This fraction of backorders divided by the demand needs
to be deducted from 1 to obtain the fraction of demand that can be delivered immediately
from stock.

P2,i = 1− E[(D(τ, τ +R + L)− IP (τ))+]− E[(D(τ, τ + L)− IP (τ))+]

E[D(τ + L, τ +R + L)]
(I.5)

Eq I.5 describes the item fill rate per part, as we are also interested in the aggregate
fill rate over all parts we follow Eq I.6. With mi being the demand for a single part and
Mtot =

∑
i∈I mi the total demand of all parts.

P2,tot =
∑
i∈I

mi

Mtot

× P2,i (I.6)
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Cost parameters

J.1 Holding costs

The holding costs are an important cost component for both the central warehouse and
the local warehouse control. Spare parts have the characteristic to be slow moving and
therefore parts on stock can be in stock for a long time. The holding costs at Damen
can be divided into warehouse handling, storage, risk of obsolesence and insurance costs.
Damen extracts the storage costs from the holding costs as these are not charged per part.
These storage costs are considered to be general expenses. This results in an approximate
holding costs (CH) of 10% × part price of an item. Therefore, we can conclude that the
holding cost are linear with the part value. We denote four different stocking locations:
central warehouse, production yard, service hub and customer warehouse. We assume that
these different warehouses face the same holding costs.

J.2 Purchasing costs

Damen procures the important parts, e.g. high value and fast moving, more often than the
less important parts. If we look at the reorder levels following the (s,Q) - logic implemented
in the system then we see that some parts are procured 15 times per year while others are
not even procured once a year. On average each reorder moment consists of six orderlines,
the costs associated with one reorder moment are defined as the purchase costs: CP =
e115,-. Purchase cost do not include the cost of goods, only operational cost. These
purchase costs consist of: procurement cost, warehouse handling cost and invoice cost.
To derive the costs per orderline the CP should be divided with the average number of

orderlines, resulting in a purchase cost per part i of E[OLi]×
CP

6
.
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J.3 Backordering costs

Backorder costs are difficult to specify as it involves intangibles as emergency procedures
and loss of customer goodwill. The latter is not really penalized by Damen because most
of the SPI parts go to the production yards, e.g. internal customers. Although difficult to
determine, Axsäter (2015) states that this is not a big deal because the objective is not to
minimize the total costs, presented in Eq 3.1. Instead, the different cost components need
to be derived to strike a balance between the three cost types. Stock management works
with an additional e20,- per backorder compared to a regular purchase, this amount is
based on the extra costs of handling a backorder in the warehouse with emergency. The
loss of customer goodwill is not taken into account. This additional e20,- make the CBO

= e135,- per backorder outstanding.
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Demand rate unplanned service parts

The demand rate of unplanned service parts are determined based on a combination of
their historic failure demand, the recommendation of suppliers and the experience of the
services department.

The historic demand of unplanned service parts is registered in the ERP system over
the past 13 years. The first ship was delivered in 2005 and nowadays there are 61 CSD500s
operating world-wide. The demand of corrective parts in the system can be analyzed to
determine the expected failure probability of parts in the IP package. Based on the 13
year period where demand for corrective parts arose, we decided to calculate the number
of ships that operated for 13 years, see Figure K.1.

This is an acceptable approach due to the assumption that the corrective spare part
demand arrives following the Poisson distribution. As can be seen in the Figure, the
demand over the past 13 years was distributed over 27 CSD500 ships. This number enables
us to calculate the expected failure demand per part, per year, per ship which is our desired
input for the spare part models that are presented in Chapter 4.

Figure K.1: Operational CSD500 dredgers, (2005 - 2017)
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IP Package SCD500
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Appendix M

Model of the existing supply chain con-

figuration

In this appendix the basic spare part distribution model of Van Houtum and Kranenburg
(2015) will be explained. The model consists of the objective function, the assumptions
and an evaluation procedure.

In the current service distribution situation, stock is located at the customer warehouses
with a replenishment lead time of L = 0. The customer invested in service parts by
purchasing one or more service packages. In this section we want to propose a model to
construct these packages and analyze the performance and corresponding investment costs.
The investment costs of the packages are compared with the item and system approach
that are also based on the basic model presented in this appendix.

Besides determining the investment costs of a service package, the model can also be
used for the proposed spare part distribution networks in Chapter 4. We will now first
propose the basic model, assumptions and evaluation in which the guidelines of Van Hou-
tum and Kranenburg (2015) chapter 2 are followed. The different optimization algorithms
that can be used are presented in Appendix N.

The basic model
Machines or systems consist of multiple critical components and it is assumed that when
one of these components fail the entire system shuts down. The components are denoted
by |I| ∈ N with i = 1, 2, ..., |I|. For each component i ∈ |I| demand occurs according to
a Poisson process with a constant rate mi, resulting in a total demand of M =

∑
i∈|I|mi.

Spare part inventory control models often minimize costs subject to a constraining service
measure. The (aggregated) mean number of backorders, the (aggregated) fill rate and the
(aggregated) mean waiting time are such service measures. We will explain the aggregated
fill rate (β(S)) for a set of basestock levels S located at the customer warehouses. The
investment cost are presented by Ci(Si) as Ci denotes the investment cost of part i and Si

the amount of stock for part i in the package. This mathematically leads to the following
non-linear integer programming problem P that is presented on the next page.
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Mathematical formulation of programming problem P:

Minimize C(S) =
∑
i∈I

Ci(Si)

Subject to β(S) ≤ βobj

S ∈ ϕ

In which β(S) is given in Eq M.1, the β(S) can be determined based on the objective
function βobj. The S is the recommendation of stock levels S, with a solution space given
by ϕ = { S = (S1, ..., S|I|) | Si ∈ N0,∀i ∈ I }.

β(S) =
∑
i∈I

mi

M
βi(Si) (M.1)

Assumptions
To apply the spare part models it is necessary to make assumptions and to evaluate these
based on the impact of the assumption on the real world setting. In this Section we will
briefly discuss these assumptions after which we will show how the output of the steady
state behavior proposed in the previous section can be evaluated.

The demand experienced for corrective spare parts occur according to independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) Poisson processes. This assumption is valid when failures
of different components are not dependent on each other (Basten & Van Houtum, 2014).
Many spare part models assume a constant Poisson demand rate, which is a fair assump-
tion in cases where the lifetime of components are exponentially distributed following the
Poisson Arrivals See Time Average (PASTA) property. The PASTA property states that
the probability of the states seen by an outside observer are the same as the probability of
the states seen by an arriving customer.

The general model assumes that parts are repaired and that repairs are i.i.d. processes.
In the situation that corrective spare parts are not repairable, e.g. consumables the model
assumes that a new component is procured each time that a demand occurs, with an i.i.d.
procurement lead time. In this case products will be backordered, which we can see as
pipeline stock. The average proportion of parts in the pipeline can be derived by applying
Little’s Law 1 after which the average costs per time unit can be calculated.

The last assumption is the one-for-one replenishment strategy for all components. This
is in general a fair assumption for local and customer warehouses, however, not necessarily
for central warehouses controlling a combination of stock, which we discussed in Section
4.3.

1Little’s Law: Throughput (TH) =
Work in process (WIP )

Cycle T ime (CT )
or equivalent λ =

L

W
.
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Evaluation
The basic model proposes a basestock policy S that can be evaluated based on the closed-
form expressions of the item fillrate βi(Si) shown in Eq M.2 and the aggregate fillrate
which we presented in Eq M.1. The aggregate fillrate β(S) is denoted as the probability
that an arbitrary demand for all spareparts can be delivered from stock. We can see in Eq
M.2 that the item fill rate for Poisson distributed demand is based on the basestock level
Si and the demand during the lead time Xi(t), Xi(t) follows the stock balance equation:
Xi(t) +OHi(t)−BOi(t) = Si , this equation is first proven by Sherbrooke (2006).

βi(Si) =

si−1∑
x=0

P{Xi = x} (M.2)

To determine the item fillrate we need to calculate the P{Xi = x}, Xi exists of all
demand in the lead time also called the pipeline stock in the model. Each failed part takes
on average time ti to re-enter the system, e.g. be repaired or procured. This resupply
procedure can be seen as a M |G|∞ system which means palm’s theorem can be applied
(Palm, 1938).

Palm’s theorem: If jobs arrive according to a Poisson process with rate λ at a ser-
vice system and if the times that a jobs remain in the service system are independent and
identically distributed according to a given general distribution with mean EW, the the
steady-state distribution for the total number of jobs in the service system is Poisson with
mean λEW.

P{Xi = x} =
miti
x!

e−miti , x ∈ N0 (M.3)

If we combine Eq M.3 and the stock balance equation, then we can obtain computational
appropriate service measures for EBOi(Si) (Sherbrooke, 2006), given in Eq M.4 .

EBOi(Si) = miti − Si +

Si∑
x=0

(Si − x)P{Xi = x}, Si ∈ N0 (M.4)
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Optimization approaches

This appendix consists of three optimization approaches. Two of which are used to analyze
the investment costs of the service packages based on the aggregated fill rate objective.

The item approach in Section N.1 is optimizing each single base stock level until the
SKUs fill rate objective is met. In Section N.2 we propose the system approach which takes
the costs of each SKU into account and optimizes the systems availability in total. The
third optimization approach is different because it is not used to analyze the investment
cost but to optimize the distribution network. Due to the introduction of transportation
modes this distribution network gets a different objective, the aggregated mean waiting
time. The differences compared to the other approaches and the optimization technique
are described in Section N.3.

N.1 Service offering, item approach

The logic used to construct the service packages corresponds to the item approach proposed
by Van Houtum and Kranenburg (2015) in chapter 2.6. This approach leads to a relatively
simple decision problem per SKU. Each SKU needs to reach its own fill rate objective
without taking the cost of the SKU into account. In general this logic leads to sub optimal
solutions. The item approach consists of the following steps, summarized in Table N.1.

The first efficient solution of this algorithm is S = (S1, ..., S|I|) with Si = 0, this is an
efficient solution because it results in the lowest possible costs. The Greedy Algorithm
computes the βobj

i for each SKU. The increase in βi determines the Γi. The Γi is often
referred to as the “biggest bang for a buck”, the part with the highest Γi ratio will be
increased by one unit (S := S + 1). The algorithm is finished when the individual
service objective per part is reached.

Note that different service measures lead to different solutions and that also the choice
between optimization techniques can lead to small differences or sub optimal solutions.
Optimization techniques that are often used in literature are the Greedy Algorithm, Lag-
rangian Relaxation and Dantzig-Wolfe Decomposition.
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Greedy Algorithm, Item fill rate
Step 1 Set Si := 0 for all i ∈ I, and S = (0, 0, ..., 0),

C(S) := 0, and determine βobj
i (S) =

mi

M
βobj(S);

Step 2 Determine for each SKU Si

k := argmaxi ∈ I Γi; S := S + ek

Step 3 C(S) := C(S) + ck and β(S) :=
mi

M
βi(Si)

if β(S) ≤ βobj(S) then stop criterium, else go to step 2.

Table N.1: Greedy Algorithm, Item fill rate

N.2 Service offering, system approach

The system approach is outperforming the item approach, especially in environments where
the price range of critical parts differ significantly. This is because the item approach will
increase the stock of a certain part until it reaches its part service level, this can be
expensive for high cost items that do not have a high demand value. Therefore, the system
approach might result in cost improvements, because this approach wants to optimize the
total service of the system instead of each single item level. We will configure the service
package reliability following the Greedy algorithm of the aggregated fill rate which is shown
in Table N.2.

Greedy Algorithm, Aggregated fill rate
Step 1 Set Si := max {[miti − 1], 0} for all i ∈ I;

C(S) =
∑

i∈I ciSi and β(S) :=
∑

i∈I
mi

M
(
∑si−1

x=0 P{Xi = x})

Step 2 Gammai :=
(miP{Xi = Si})

Mcai
for all i ∈ I;

k := argmaxi ∈ I Γi ; S := S + ek

Step 3 C(S) := C(S) + ck and β(S) +
mk

M
P{Xk = Sk})

If β(S) ≥ βobj, then stop criterium, else go to step 2.

Table N.2: Greedy Algorithm, Aggregate fill rate
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N.3 Service offering, emergency extension

In practice downtime of a system is too expensive to wait for delivery when a sparepart
request cannot be fulfilled from demand (Basten & Van Houtum, 2014). When a stock
out occurs the emergency procedure will be triggered. The emergency procedure from the
central warehouse is in general undesired, yet, will in practice always be used to satisfy a
corrective demand that cannot be fulfilled from stock. This will lead to the model provided
in Section 4.1.2.

When we introduce an emergency procedure with average transportation time temi then
we need another service measure that takes this transportation time into account. This
measure is denoted as the aggregate mean waiting time W (S) (Basten & Van Houtum,
2014). The mean waiting time per single SKU i = 1, 2, ..., |I| can be determined following
Eq N.1, which for i = I leads to the aggregated mean waiting time given in Eq N.2.

Wi(Si) = (1− βi(Si)) t
em
i (N.1)

W (S) =
∑
i∈I

mi

M
Wi(Si) (N.2)

The optimization algorithm changes because we no longer have an M |G|∞ queuing
system, presented in the basic model in Appendix M. Instead we have an M |G|c|c queue
with c = Si parallel servers, this queue is often referred to as an Erlang loss system. The
fill rate can in an Erlang loss system be obtained via the Erlang loss probability given in
Eq N.3.

βi(Si) = 1 −

1

Si!
ρSi
i∑Si

j=0

1

j!
ρj
i

(N.3)

The Greedy algorithm with emergency shipments has two important changes compared
to the greedy algorithms for the item and system approach. The changes are needed
because we now want to investigate the operational cost of operating the distribution
network instead of investigating the investment costs.

First of all the cost components change, we now want to know the ch
i and the cem

i and
are no longer interested in the general investment cost of the parts. The other major change
is that the algorithm does no longer start at point S = (0, 0, ..., 0), instead we start with
an optimal solution Si,min := arg min Ĉi(Si) for all i ∈ I. This optimal starting position
balances the holding cost and the cost of an emergency shipment per part. If the objective
is to acquire a shorter aggregate waiting time, then step 2 of the Greedy algorithm (Table
N.3) can be used to determine the Gammai and corresponding arg max Γi to find the SKU
i that is the best choice to increase. The SKU i for which we increase the basestock level
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with one, presents the most cost efficient decrease in the aggregate mean waiting time.

Greedy Algorithm, Emergency Shipments

Step 1 Si,min := argmin Ĉi(Si) for all i ∈ I
Set Si := Si,min for all i ∈ I, and (S1,min, ..., S|I|,min;

Compute ĈS and W (S)

Step 2 Gammai := −(mi∆Wi(Si)/(M∆Ĉi(Si)) for all i ∈ I;
k := arg max{Γi : i ∈ I} ; S := S + ek

Step 3 Compute ĈS and W (S)
If ’stop criterium’, then stop, else go to Step 2.

Table N.3: Greedy Algorithm, Aggregate fill rate and emergency shipments

Due to custom clearance we encounter a change to the model proposed by Van Houtum
and Kranenburg (2015), which is the cost of holding inventory. Storage at the customer
warehouse is more expensive as the SKUs already faced the custom clearance, while storage
at the central warehouse only consists of the SKUs value. We denote the regular holding
costs as ch

i and the holding costs with custom clearance as ch∗
i . This leads to the cost

objective in Eq N.4 and the waiting time constraint in Eq N.5 for all S ∈ ϕ. Due to the
extension the equations and optimization of the greedy algorithm also encounter changes,
the logic behind the optimization remains the same.

Ci(Si) =
∑

ch∗
i (Si) +mi(1− βi(Si

))cem∗
i (N.4)

W (S) ≤ W obj (N.5)
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System fill rate

Range Percentage of the parts
Price ≤ e4 3%

e4 < Price ≤ e25 25%
e25 < Price ≤ e100 29%
e100 < Price ≤ e250 22%
e250 < Price ≤ e1000 25%
e1000 < Price ≤ e3000 6%
e3000 < Price ≤ e10000 1%

Price > e10000 2%

Table O.1: Price differentiation in the IP package

Figure O.1: As Is situation vs System Approach
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Optimal performance of the existing

distribution network

Figure P.1: The optimal performance plot of the existing distribution network
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Appendix Q

ABC Analysis

Categorization SPI parts

The observed differences for the SPI parts in terms of price and demand indicate that focus
on the most important parts could be beneficial. In inventory control literature an often
used technique is to distinguish parts in categories that indicate the importance, the ABC-
analyses. This technique labels parts in terms of their euro usage value into the categories
A (high importance), B (medium importance) and C (low importance). The euro usage
value is calculated following Eq Q.1, where mi is the demand of part i, M represents the
total demand over all SPI parts.

Euro usage value = Parts value in euros× mi

M
(Q.1)

Based on the euro usage value we observe the category A parts being responsible for
80% of the total euro usage value of all parts. Category B parts are responsible for 15%
and category C parts for respectively 5% of the total euro usage value. The graph of
the ABC analysis can be found in Figure Q.1, which shows a typical ABC categorization
curve. Based on this curve we can conclude that a relatively small amount of category
A parts (211 parts) are responsible for 80% of the euro usage value. In comparison the
category C parts (5% of the euro usage value) exist of 1538 parts. These numbers identify
that it makes sense to track and control the category A and B parts more tightly. Damen
states that the service reliability of each part in category (A, B, C) should have a service
reliability of at least (98%, 95% and 90%).
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Figure Q.1: ABC categorization of the SPI parts

Class Costs item Tracking & Control
Class A High cost items Very tight tracking & control
Class B Medium cost items Tight control & moderate tracking
Class C Low cost items No or little control & tracking
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Input parameters

Notation Explanation
i Each SKU i ∈ I
I Non empty set of all SKU’s i numbered i = 1, 2, ..., |I|
j Each foreign customer warehouse j ∈ J
j* Each foreign customer warehouse j∗ ∈ J
J Non empty set of all customer warehouses j numbered j = 1, 2, ..., |J |
Ci Replenishment costs for SKU i ∈ I
C lat

i Lateral shipment costs for each SKU i ∈ I
Cem

i Emergency shipment costs for each SKU i ∈ I from central warehouse to customer
warehouse

ti Replenishment time for SKU i ∈ I
tlat
i Lateral shipment time for each SKU i ∈ I
tem Emergency shipment time for each SKU i ∈ I
Mi,j Demand for SKU i ∈ I in customer warehouse J
Mi Total aggregated yearly demand for SKU Demand for SKU i ∈ I at all customer

warehouses J
M Total aggregated demand in the region
Ci(Si) Total cost for each SKU i ∈ I
C(S) Total costs per year
Wi,j(Si) Mean waiting time of SKU i ∈ I at local warehouse j ∈ J
Wi(Si) Mean waiting time of SKU i ∈ I
W (S) Aggregate mean waiting time
βi,j(Si) The fraction of demand for SKU i ∈ I at local warehouse j ∈ J that can imme-

diately be fulfilled from stock.
αi,j,k(Si) The fraction of demand for SKU i ∈ I at local warehouse j ∈ J that is fulfilled

from main local warehouse k by a lateral shipment.
θi,j(Si) The fraction of demand for SKU i ∈ I at local warehouse j ∈ J that is fulfilled

from the central warehouse by an emergency shipment.
Ai,j(Si) The total fraction of demand for SKU i ∈ I at local warehouse j ∈ J that is

delivered by lateral shipments.

Table R.1: Notation and explanation of the model input parameters
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One main local warehouse
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Appendix T

Two main local warehouses with lat-

eral shipments
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